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Introduction 
 

 

 

 Nowadays in the industry there is a high demand for the lightweight 

constructions. This requirement can be achieved by the use of high specific strength 

materials, which are very often poorly workable or mouldable. Therefore, it is a crucial 

matter to examine the plastic properties of lightweight materials and find the 

relationship between the individual internal parameters and mechanical performance. 

Only knowledge-based production can result in competitive products.  

 In certain branches of industry the goal is to replace conventional materials, 

like steel, with lightweight materials without loss of mechanical properties. Such 

branches are for example the aerospace and automotive industry, where the main effort 

is to reduce fuel consumption and emissions in which the weight of the vehicles is 

greatly affected (10% reduction in vehicle weight reduces fuel consumption by 

approximately 5%) [1]. It is necessary to develop light components with high strength 

and increased creep resistance. These requirements can be fulfilled e. g. by metal 

matrix composites (MMC).    

 Magnesium belongs to the lightest structural metal (along with toxic 

beryllium), since has much lower density than steel or aluminium. In mass production, 

it was used first time in 1936 by Volkswagen for the model Beetle. By the late 1970s 

and early 1980s with the introduction of water cooled engines, the use of magnesium 

alloys was significantly reduced due to their low corrosion resistance. In the 90’s 

different types of magnesium alloys were reappeared and applied due to the strict 

limitation of exhaust emission. Currently, magnesium alloys in Europe are primary 

used in automotive industry (e.g. by Volkswagen and Audi). They have great specific 

strength and stiffness, and they are also well pourable and recyclable. For recycling 

only 5% of the energy used for production is required. Magnesium also can be obtained 

from sea water (from 1 m3 of water can be got 1.3 kg magnesium). Compared with 

polymers, they have better mechanical properties, higher aging resistance, better 

electrical and thermal conductivity. Disadvantages of magnesium alloys are the low 

compliance, relatively high chemical reactivity and reduced strength and poor creep 

resistance at higher temperatures.  

 Some of these disadvantages can be eliminated by using composite materials. 

Composites consist of at least two materials with chemically and physically different 
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properties. In the matrix a reinforcing phase is always present, for example ceramic 

fibres or particles of various shapes. The matrix of metal-based alloys often consists 

of light metals, such as magnesium. The application potential of magnesium alloys 

above 200 °C is limited owing to the significant degradation of their mechanical 

properties. Addition of stiffer ceramic phase can improve their high temperature creep 

resistance and leads to the increase of their tensile strength, hardness, Young modulus 

and wear resistance [2-4]. Thermomechanical processing can easily develop a strong 

texture in magnesium alloys, which causes strong anisotropies of mechanical and other 

properties. The presence of reinforcement phase reduces the texture intensity making 

tension-compression mechanical response more isotropic.    
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Chapter 1 

1. State of the art/ Theoretical background 

1.1. Deformation mechanisms in magnesium and hcp metals 

 Magnesium belongs to the family of “light metals” together with aluminium, 

titanium and beryllium. This term is originated mainly from the fact that they are 

frequently used to reduce the weight of components and structures. However, 

beryllium is rarely used owing to its toxic properties to living environment. Therefore, 

magnesium is considered as the lightest metal used for structural purposes in industry.  

 Pure magnesium has a hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystal (Fig. 1.1) 

structure with a melting point of 650 °C under atmospheric pressure, density of 1.738 

g.cm-3 and elastic modulus E=45 GPa at room temperature (RT). The lattice 

parameters of pure magnesium at room temperature are a=0.32092 nm and c= 0.52105 

nm. The ratio of lattice parameters c/a is very close to the ideal value (c/a = 3/8 ) 

which was calculated for hexagonal crystal structure containing perfectly spherical 

shaped atoms. 

 

Fig. 1.1 - Unit cell of hexagonal close packed structure 

 In the hcp structure the most densely packed plane is the basal plane (0001). 

When (0001) planes are packed on each other in the three dimensional lattice, there 
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are three different positions in the stacking sequence which are usually denoted by 

letters A, B and C. The perfect order of the layers in a hcp lattice is ABABAB etc.  

 

1.1.1. Dislocation slip systems in hcp metals 

 Materials with hexagonal crystallographic structure have three main slip 

systems: basal, prismatic and pyramidal slip (Fig. 1.2). Each slip system can be 

characterized by the slip plane, slip direction and the Burgers vector.  

 

Fig. 1.2 – Three main slip systems in HCP metals: a) basal (BE) b) prismatic (PrE) c) 

first order d) second order pyramidal slip systems (PyE) 

Mechanisms of plastic deformation strongly depend on the ratio of lattice parameters 

c/a. When c/a is larger than the ideal value, the atomic density of non-basal lattice 

planes decreases, causing longer distance between atoms. Therefore, the slip takes 

place primarily in basal plane due to the low activation energy. This can be observed 

for example for Zinc (Zn) and Cadmium (Cd). In contrast, when c/a is under the ideal 

value, the densest planes are prismatic and pyramidal. Thus, the onset of slip in these 

planes is very probable. Best known representatives of this group are Titanium (Ti), 

Zirconium (Zr), Beryllium (Be), Hafnium (Hf) and Ruthenium (Ru). Close to ideal c/a 

ratio, which is valid for Magnesium (Mg), the primary slip system is still the basal, but 

under certain circumstances it can be replaced by prismatic or pyramidal slip systems. 

There are many parameters which can influence the occurrence of the secondary slip 

system such as temperature, chemical composition, texture or internal stress 

distribution.  

 For a homogeneous crack and cavity free plastic deformation at least 5 

independent slip systems are required in the polycrystalline metals. This statement was 
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first formulated by von Mises [5] in 1928. In case of magnesium, basal slip system can 

ensure just 2 independent slip systems. Consequently, further deformation 

mechanisms have to be activated for fulfilling von Mises criterion. The eleven possible 

slip systems in hexagonal materials are depicted on the Fig. 1.3. arranged according to 

the type of Burgers vector. The notation for slip planes is the following: B – basal, Pr 

– prismatic, Py – pyramidal, E – edge, S – screw. 

 

Fig. 1.3. – 11 The most common deformation slip systems in HCP metals. The arrows 

indicate the three different Burgers vector types: <a>, <c>, <c+a>. The slip planes are 

highlighted by grey color (B – basal, Pr – prismatic, Py – pyramidal, E – edge, S – 

screw) [6]. 

 From the Fig. 1.3 it is obvious that PyE slip system can be obtained by 

combination of BE and PrE slip systems. Further, the S1 screw dislocation can slip 

just in planes which are the linear combination of the basal and prismatic planes. 

Consequently, overall 4 <a> type independent slip system exists in hexagonal 

materials. Getting the required 5 independent slip systems it is necessary either the 

activation of <c+a> slip systems or twinning mechanisms, which will be described in 

the next section. These systems with a longer <c+a> type burgers vector have a lower 
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ease of gliding [7], therefore the thermal activation plays an important role. Parameters 

of the most frequently occurring slip systems are shown on Table 1. 

 

Table 1. – The notations, the Burgers vectors and slip planes of the hexagonal 

hexagonal slip systems [8]  

 

 

1.1.2. Deformation twinning in hcp metals 

In contrast to slip, deformation by twinning is a homogeneous shear evenly distributed 

over a three-dimensional region. The crystal structure in twinned volume is identical 

to the parent matrix, but with a different orientation [9]. There is three type of twinning: 

- Growth twins – form during nucleation and growth processes, such as crystal 

growth from the vapour or liquid phases, phase transformation or recrystallization 

of the solid. 
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- Transformation twins – can be observed in the product structures of many 

martensitic transformations. Usually produces highly organized structures in 

which alternate twin lamellae of fixed thickness ratios form regular arrays. They 

have highly glissile twin boundaries, and their displacement under stress can be 

observed as a highly ordered type of plastic deformation [10]. 

- Deformation twins – nucleate, when crystal is stressed, which cause a 

homogeneous simple shear of the parent lattice. This implies highly co-ordinated 

individual atom displacements. Ordinary deformation twins usually appear as 

individual thin plates embedded in the matrix or in contact with the free surface 

or a grain boundary. 

 Each deformation twin modes are described by four invariants. Let’s 

consider a spherical shape monocrystalline, which whole volume undergoes twin 

deformation. Due to the homogeneous shear strain the result is an ellipsoid as it is 

illustrated in Fig. 1.5. Only two atomic plane orientations in the sphere are not 

disturbed and remain circular after twinning. The first one is named as κ1 plane (also 

called as twin plane), which is invariant of shear. This is, it does not undergo 

displacement during twinning and contain the shear direction, represented by η1. Other 

important property of κ1 plane is the mirror symmetry between parent and twinned 

crystallographic structure, which can be seen in Fig. 1.8. The second plane, denoted as 

κ2 from convention (named as conjugate plane), also remains undistorted. Despite κ2 

plane holds it circular shape, it is rotated to κ2’, which incline the same angle θ to κ1 

plane as κ2. Angle θ and the shear magnitude g are related as  cot2g  [11]. Both 

planes are perpendicular to the plane of shear, denoted as S. The intersection of the 

plane of shear and κ2 respectively κ2’ determines η2 (conjugate shear direction), 

respectively η2’ directions. All twin modes are described by these four invariants κ1, 

κ2, η1 and η2, however just two of them κ1 and η2 or κ2 and η1 are independent. Twin 

and matrix lattices are associated either by a reflection in plane κ1 or by a rotation of 

180° around axis η1 [12,13].   
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Fig. 1.5. – Twinning invariants: the twin plane κ1, shear direction η1, conjugate plane 

κ2, conjugate shear direction η2, magnitude of twinning g and plane of shear S. 

 Unlike to dislocation motion, during twinning the displacement of atoms is 

not an integer number of the Burgers vector. Generally small motions, called shuffles 

or reshuffles are needed to recover original crystal lattice in twins, besides the simple 

shear. The shear strain at twinning strongly depends on the ratio of the lattice axis γ 

=c/a. According to literature [14] four kind of twinning modes have been usually 

observed in HCP metals. Below, each mode will be represented by two invariants κ1 

and η1. The four twin modes are  21101110 ,   32112211 ,    11102110  and 

  26111211 . The conjugated parameters as κ2 , η2, S and g are listed in Tab. 2. 

 

Tab. 2. – The four most commonly observed twin modes in HCP metals [15] 
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 If the projection of shear vector to the crystallographic c-axis has the same 

direction with c, the deformation twinning elongates the crystallite along the c-axis. If 

it has an opposite direction, shortening takes place. Therefore, two type of twinning 

are distinguished, the tensile twinning and contraction twinning. For example in range 

1.5< γ <1.9 twin modes   21101110  and   32112211  are contraction twins. On 

the other hand twin mode   26111211  is a tensile twin for all γ value. The most 

common   11102110   twin mode can be both. The change between tensile and 

compression twin is γ = 3 , where the shear is zero (g = 0). For Be, Ti, Mg 

  01112110  are tensile twins (Fig. 1.7.). For higher γ value, as in case of Zn and Cd 

this specific twin mode has contraction character.  

 

 

Fig. 1.7. – Variation of twinning shear with the axial ratio for some hexagonal metals. 

The filled symbol indicates the active twin modes. [15] 

 Since the shear can occur only in one direction, twinning is polarized. In 

contrast dislocation motion, where dislocations can slip in both directions, the 

twinning modes activate either in tension or compression, but never in both case 

concurrently.    
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 For pure magnesium the four twin modes are schematically illustrated in 

figure 1.8., where blue crystallographic cell represents the parent grain and red the 

twinned one. In each figure the rotation of basal plane is highlighted. Third column in 

Fig. 1.8. clearly shows not just its tensile or contraction character, but also the 

magnitude of shear. Small shear value of a given twinning mode makes it favorable 

for activation, as it was experimentally observed many times [16]. Twinning mode 

with the smallest shear in magnesium is the   01112110 , which is also the most 

frequently observed in experiments. It occurs, when the activation energy is smaller 

than, that for pyramidal dislocation slip systems <c+a>. Because the crystal structure 

of the twinning phase is the mirrored counterpart of the initial crystal with respect to 

 2110  plane, basal plane is rotated by almost a right-angle (86.3°). This leads to the 

change in Schmid factor of the possible slip systems. Therefore, in the twinned grain 

could have a completely different deformation response than the initial parent crystal.  
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Figure 1.8. – Twinning modes in Mg. First column represents the orientation changes 

of basal plane, the next column illustrates the magnitude of shear and the last one 

shows the twinning caused deformation according to the crystallographic c axis. 

Tensile twinning is represented in a) and d) case, while contraction twinning in b) and 

c) case. 
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1.1.3. Effects of alloying elements on magnesium 

 The addition of alloying elements in pure magnesium helps modify its 

properties. Alloying elements are chosen according to the properties, which are needed 

to improve for specific usage. These attributes can be for example the strength, elastic 

modulus, corrosion resistance, castability or creep resistance. Each improvement of a 

certain property may result in worsening of others. If it is necessary to preserve low 

density of the material, the eligible options among alloying elements are limited. 

Enriching magnesium with other metallic elements can form intermetallic phases. 

These phases have influence on the microstructure, which affect the mechanical 

properties. The driving mechanisms, and have the major impact on enhancing 

mechanical performance of magnesium alloys, are the solid solution hardening and 

precipitation hardening.  

 In solid solutions the crystal structure of the solvent material stays 

unchanged. Alloying elements, depending on their relative size compared to the 

solvent atoms, can form either substitutional solid solution, where the solute atom is 

large enough to replace solvent atoms in their lattice positions, or interstitial solid 

solutions, where the solute atom is equal to or is slightly smaller and it can fill the 

interstices of the solvent atoms. Elements from the beginning of periodic table like H, 

Li, Na, C or O are commonly used to form interstitial solid solutions. When alloying 

elements reach a certain critical concentration, a long-range-order can form, which 

creates a second phase, called intermetallic compound.  

 In general, it can be stated, that the solubility of alloying elements decreases 

with decreasing temperature. If concentration of solute atoms exceeds this limit, in the 

supersaturated solvent precipitation process will start. Precipitates have different 

crystal structure and hence different physical properties. This process is connected 

with the violating of Hume-Rothery rules [17], which predict the circumstances of the 

forming of intermetallic phase. Effectiveness of precipitation hardening depends 

mainly on the reduced solubility at lower temperatures, on the magnesium content of 

intermetallic phase and the stability of precipitates at the operating temperature. 

Thermal processing can increase the strength of these materials due to aging, which 

propagate the creation of precipitates, and also increases the creep resistance. If system 
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contain intermetallic phase, generally cannot be used for molding, just as cast alloy, 

because of the reduced ductility.   

 Effects of the addition of several metallic alloying elements, which were 

present in the materials used in this work are follows: 

- Aluminum – one of the most widely used alloying element in magnesium. Al 

increases hardness, strength and castability, at the same time it increases 

density minimally. Most of alloys contains about 2-9 weight percent of 

aluminum. When alloy exceeds of 6 wt%, heat treatment is usually applied 

[18]. Increasing amount of aluminum decreases the ductility of the alloy. 

- Calcium – The addition of calcium improves thermal and mechanical 

properties and can assist in grain refinement and creep resistance. Another 

beneficial effect is the reduced melt oxidation during processing, when it is 

added to cast alloy, and also reduction of oxidation during heat treatment. It 

presence results in better rollability of sheet metal, but if exceeds 0.3 weight 

percent, the risk of cracking during welding is increased [18]. 

- Rare Earth metals – Rare earths increase the high temperature strength, creep 

resistance and corrosion resistance of magnesium alloys. Nevertheless, they 

are expensive. Thus, they are primary used in high-tech alloys. Rare earths are 

also reducing the freezing range of the alloys, results lower casting porosity 

and weld cracking.  

Mg-Al-Ca alloys 

 Mechanical properties of Mg-Al alloys can be improved by adding further 

alloying elements. Calcium is one of the best alternative to replace rare earth elements, 

since it is cheap and also has low density. If Mg-Al binary alloys are enriched by Ca, 

precipitation process can occur, which depends on the Ca/Al mass ratio. When this 

value is above 0.8, formulation of Mg2Ca and Al2Ca phases can occur, which results 

considerable increase in hardness and strength [19]. Below this point only formation 

of Al2Ca was observed. These type of precipitations are characteristically found 

around the grain boundaries. Density of both type of precipitates are growing not just 

with the increasing concentration, but also with the increasing Ca/Al ratio [20]. The 

alloys used in this work in the range of 2-6 wt% Al and 0.6-1.0 wt% Ca shows good 

creep resistance at 150 °C similar to the AE42 alloy. In addition, it has also good 
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corrosion resistance. The Al2Ca phase is stable at high temperatures and suppresses 

the emergence of β-Mg17Al12 phase.       

Mg-Al-Sr alloys 

 These ternary alloys are a new member to the creep-resistant magnesium 

alloys [21]. As was reported by Pekguleryuz et al, evolution of the microstructure 

depends on the Sr/Al ratio [22]. Below the 0.3, the only Sr containing second phase is 

the Al4Sr. Above this value a ternary Mg-Al-Sr intermetallic phase can be formed. At 

very low Sr/Al weight ratio rather Mg17Al12 forms and Sr remains in solid solution.  

 

1.2. Magnesium composite 

 Generally composite materials consist at least two or more constituents, 

which are separated within a well-defined interface. Because such a definition can be 

also valid for alloys a more specific definition is needed. According to the literature 

[23], those materials, which satisfies the following conditions can be denoted as 

composites: 

 It is manufactured (each ingredient material pre-exists the composite) 

 It consists of two or more physically and/or chemically distinct, suitably 

arranged or distributed phases with an interface separating them. 

 It has characteristics that are not depicted by any of the components in 

isolation [23]. 

1.2.1 Metal matrix composites (MMC) 

 From the two or more phases in composites usually one phase is continuous 

and the others are distributed in it. The continuous phase is called matrix, which can 

be a polymer, ceramic or metallic material. Regarding to the present work objective, 

the following metal matrix composites will be discussed. All MMCs have a metal or a 

metallic alloy as matrix, which is reinforced by metallic or ceramic phase. The 

reinforcement phase is suitably distributed in the matrix to provide properties not 

obtainable with either of the individual phases. In case of MMCs usually the matrix is 
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softer and more flexible and therefore its role is to join together the reinforcement 

particles with the proper distribution to reach the required mechanical properties. 

Besides that, matrix transfers a part of load to the reinforcement phase and protects it 

against mechanical and chemical damaging.  

Mechanical properties of composites depend on the geometrical distribution, volume 

content and the shape of reinforcement particles. In general, there are four type of 

MMCs regarding to the morphology of disperse phase: 

 Particle reinforced MMCs 

 Short fiber or whisker reinforced MMCs 

 Continuous fiber or sheet reinforced MMCs 

 hybrid MMCs 

Figure 1.2.1. shows, schematically, the four major types of metal matrix composites. 

 

Fig. 1.2.1 – Different types of metal matrix composites a) continuous fibers b) short 

fibers c) particles d) hybrid [24] 

 

Composite with continuous fibers show the most anisotropic mechanical properties 

among the four type of reinforcement. The difference between the first free types is 

given by the aspect ratio of the longest and shortest diameter (or length and diameter) 

of the present particle/fiber. In Table 1.3., the examples for different type of 

reinforcements are also provided. Continuous fibers can be distinguished also 

according to the geometrical arrangement: fibers being in a form of thread are called 

as multifilament, fibers being individually are known as monofilaments. The main role 

of the reinforcement phase in MMCs is to bear the major part of the applied load in 

the material, which means they exhibit high strength and stiffness. Materials, satisfying 

these conditions, have covalent bounding’s between the atoms. Typical example of 

such materials are ceramics and intermetallic materials like SiC, SiO2, Si3N4 or Al2O3 

phases. Also it has to be turned out that the great majority of materials is stronger and 
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stiffer in small fibrous/particle form than in any other forms, which makes a great 

attraction of fibrous reinforcement. This can be explained by the lower density of 

impurities and structural defects with the decreasing size. On the other hand, ceramics 

are extremely brittle materials. This disadvantage can be hindered by embedding them 

to the metal matrix.     

 

 

Table 1.3. – Typical reinforcements used in metal matrix composites [23] 

 

It is possible with MMC to reach the required combination of mechanical properties 

for different industrial purposes. MMCs offer the following advantages in comparison 

to the metallic alloys without reinforcement [25]: 

 Higher specific strength and stiffness 

 Higher mechanical properties at elevated temperature 

 Significantly improved cyclic fatigue characteristics 

 Better creep resistance  

 Increased damping factor (better absorption of mechanical waves) 

 Increased wear resistance  

 Reduced thermal expansion 

 Improved corrosion resistance 

 

1.2.2 Fabrication methods 

 

Metal matrix composite fabrication methods can be classified as follows [26]: 

 Liquid state fabrication techniques 

 Solid state fabrication techniques 

 In situ fabrication techniques 

Liquid state processing 
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Matrix is in a liquid phase during fabrication process, while dispersive phase is in solid 

one. It is widely used for the production of magnesium based composites. The most 

common liquid phase processing techniques can be subdivided into five major 

categories: 

 Stir casting – The solid dispersive phase is mixed with a molten matrix by 

mean of mechanical stirring. The content of dispersive phase is limited usually 

by 30 vol.% and the distribution of the phase in the matrix is not perfectly 

homogeneous, local clusters of reinforcement particles can occur.  

 Squeeze casting infiltration – Infiltration is a liquid state method in which the 

dispersive phase is in a preform which is soaked in a molten matrix metal. 

Molten matrix fills the space between the dispersed phase inclusions. Squeeze 

casting is the most often used method for short fiber reinforced MMC. Fibers 

are dispersed in water with the help of ultrasound. After sedimentation on the 

bottom of vessel organic binder is added, which keeps the plenary random 

distribution of fibers. In case of squeeze casting the infiltration is forced by 

using a movable mold part for applying pressure on the molten metal. The 

molten matrix penetrates into the preheated preform, placed into the lower 

fixed mold part (Fig.1.2.2). Reachable volume fraction of reinforcement phase 

with this method is around 15-30%. 

 

Fig. 1.2.2 – Scheme of squeeze casting infiltration method [26] 

 

 Gas pressure infiltration – Similarly to the previous method the preform is 

used. In this case the infiltration is forced by applying gas pressure.  
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 Spray co-deposition – In this process the liquid metal is atomized or sprayed 

while a particle injector introduces ceramic particles in the spray stream to 

produce a granulated mixture of composite particles. The mixture of particles 

is consolidated and compacted by other solid state fabrication technique. 

 

Solid state processing 

In solid state fabrication bonding between the matrix and reinforcement phase is 

created due to the occurring mutual diffusion in solid states at elevated temperature 

and pressure. The two principal groups of processing are the following: 

 Diffusion bonding – creates laminate multilayer structure, because matrix in 

a form of foils and a dispersed phase in form of long fibers are stacked in a 

particular order and then pressed at elevated temperature. Other variants of 

diffusion bonding are roll bonding and wire winding. 

 Sintering – It is a fabrication method were the matrix and dispersive phase is 

in powder form, which are mixed mechanically for subsequent compacting and 

sintering. The partially compacted powder grains, named as green compact, are 

heated to a high temperature below the melting point. By application of 

pressure the separate particles diffuse to the neighboring powder particles and 

fill the pores occurring between them. Usually sintering is combined with a 

deformation operation like in case of hot powder extrusion, hot pressing or hot 

isostatic pressing.   

 

In situ processing 

In situ fabrication of MMCs is a process in which reinforcing phase is formed in the 

matrix by precipitation during cooling and solidification. Examples are aluminum 

matrix reinforced by TiB2 particles or magnesium matrix reinforced by Mg2Si 

particles. This method is also suitable for producing composite with short fibers. For 

example, titanium reinforced with TiB2 whiskers or aluminum reinforced by TiAl3 

whiskers belongs to well-known products. In this method the size of disperse phase is 

smaller than in ex-situ methods and the bonding between the phases is better, which 

provide better strengthening effect. On the other hand, choice of dispersive phases is 

limited by thermodynamic ability of their precipitation in particular matrix.  
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1.2.3. MMCs with fiber reinforcements 

 

 Composite materials have inhomogeneous elastic and plastic properties at 

milli- or microscale. Plastic deformation always starts in the matrix. Reinforcement 

phase is characterized by high tensile strength and relatively low elasticity. While the 

reinforcing phase under mechanical pressure remains elastically deformed, plastic 

deformation takes place mainly in the matrix. Size and spatial distribution of the 

particles affect the localization of deformation during loading. Ductility of composite 

is always lower than the ductility of reinforcement metallic alloy and rapidly decreases 

by the increasing proportion of the reinforcing phase [27]. On the other hand, yield 

strength and ultimate strength of composite is higher than for the alloys from which 

matrix was made. In order to explain this phenomenon, it is required to understand the 

mechanisms of deformation, hardening, softening and the interaction between matrix 

and reinforcement phase.  

 The strengthening effects of the reinforcing phase can be divided into two parts: 

 1) changing the stress state of the matrix 

 2) altering the flow properties of the matrix via changes in its microstructure [28]. 

1) Load partition   

a) Load transfer from matrix to fibers – Owing to the higher stiffness of the 

reinforcement an unequal stress distribution arises between the phases during loading. 

To explain the strengthening effect of uniformly distributed long fibers with the same 

orientation the model was designed by Cox [29] known as shear-lag model. This is the 

most widely used model to describe the load transfer in an aligned short fiber composites 

[29]. According to the model if slip doesn’t occur at the interface of two phases, stress 

transfer is provided from matrix to fiber by means of interfacial shear stress. Fibers bears 

the larger part of the load, while the softer matrix tends to bear larger part of deformation. 

The model is based on the assumption that the deformation in the matrix is homogeneous 

and therefore it gives a very simplified expression for stiffness and contribution to flow 

stress. Besides load transfer at the ends of fiber, the model doesn’t take into account the 

contribution of effects associated with the inhomogeneous behavior of the matrix, 

resulting in an increased dislocation density and residual thermal stress. The model has 

been improved by various authors [30,31]. The modified model for composite reinforced 

with short fibers taking into account transmitting load at the ends of fibers. It is predicted 

that the yield stress of composite is proportional to the volume fraction and shape factor 
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of reinforcing particles. The flow stress σLT necessary for composite deformation due to 

the load transfer according to the Shear-lag model is expressed as:  
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where σm is the yield stress of the unreinforced matrix, f  is the volume fraction of 

fibers, l is the fiber size in the direction of the applied stress, t is the length in 

perpendicular direction and A is the fiber aspect ratio (l/t).  

b) Residual stresses in the matrix – Internal thermal stress in composite can 

be so high that it reaches the yield stress and plastic deformation can occur just only 

with temperature cycling. Thermal stress near to the interface of the matrix-

reinforcement phase is given by the following approximation [32]: 
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where f is the volume fraction of fibers, Ef and Em is the Young modulus of fibers and 

matrix, respectively. At certain distance from fibers (r) the stress is lower because its value 

decreases with 1/r3. Thermal stress generates already during the production process 

because the components usually are compacted at high temperature. Residual stresses exist 

also at room temperature and their relaxation is very slow. This stress can either increase 

or decrease the strength of material. The average residual stress in the matrix according to 

F. Delannay [33] may reach the following value: 
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2) Effects on matrix microstructure – strengthening effect of reinforcement on the 

matrix itself is influenced by different processes and it is a superposition of various 

components: 

a) Orowan strengthening – Fibers embedded in the matrix are obstacles for dislocation 

motion in glide plane. For continuing the deformation applied stress have to be increased. 

Therefore, the stress required for dislocation motion in the matrix is higher than for 

unreinforced alloy. This mechanism is similar to the case of strengthening with incoherent 

particles. During Orowan process moving dislocations are pinned between fibers and 

under sufficient stress they overcome such a way that they leave Orowan loops around the 

incoherent particles. In the case of fibers these loops don’t vanish unless they reach the 

end of fibers. Therefore, dislocation loops pile-up around them, which increases the stress 
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field in the matrix. The newly approaching dislocations have to overcome not just the fiber 

obstacles but also the additional dislocation stress field to move further in the glide plane. 

The stress creating by this mechanism is called Orowan stress and in the first 

approximation can be mathematically described as follows [34]: 

  pOR Gf
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  ,  (1.4) 

where Λ is the average distance between the fibers, f is the volume fraction of fibers, G is 

the shear modulus of the matrix and εp is the plastic deformation. In case of composites 

this mechanism is less important because fiber size and the average distance between them 

against structural distance in the matrix is too large (few µm).  

 

b) Dislocation strengthening – In MMCs the dislocation density is usually higher than 

that in unreinforced alloys. Owing to the different coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) 

of ceramic and metallic phase thermal stress arises during the cooling of composite. If the 

thermal stress in the matrix exceeds the yield stress at the matrix-fiber interface it can be 

accommodated by formation of new dislocations. This is the reason why the cooling of 

composite increases dislocation density in the matrix. The increment of dislocation density 

Δρ close to the reinforcement phase was determined by Arsenault and Shi [35] as follows: 
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where B is a geometrical constant, b is the average length of Burgers vectors for newly 

created dislocations, d is the minimal diameter of fibers or particles of reinforcing 

phase, Δα is the difference of the CTE and ΔT is the temperature difference before and 

after cooling. This dislocation increment has contribution to yield stress, which is 

given by the Orowan relationship as: 

     2/1

1 GCTE MGbA   ,  (1.6) 

where A1 is a constant and M is the Taylor factor. 

 Composites are plastically inhomogeneous, hence, each phase deforms 

differently. Reinforcing phase plastically deform very little. Therefore, to avoid 

discontinuities and mass transfer by diffusion, generation of dislocations is needed 

during deformation processes. The contribution of geometrically necessary dislocation 

is given as [36]: 
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where εp represents plastic deformation. The increased strength of the material by this 

way can be expressed as:  
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c) Strengthening from grain size refinement – According to experiments the 

deformation stress depends on the grain size because grain boundaries play an important 

role in strengthening of polycrystals. Grain boundaries represent impenetrable obstacles 

for dislocation motion. The smaller average grain size, the higher stress is required for 

deformation. This dependence is given by the Hall-Petch relation [37]. MMCs have 

typically smaller grain size than their unreinforced matrices [38]. The contribution of grain 

refinement to the yield stress in the composite can be expressed with the following 

relationship:  

    2/1
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2/1

2

  ddKYGS ,  (1.9) 

where Ky is a constant, d1 and d2 are the average grain size of unreinforced alloy and 

composite, respectively.  

 

 

1.2.4. Internal strains 

 

 Before analyzing various reinforcement mechanisms, we have to say some 

words about the internal strains in composites. Generally, internal strains are 

categorized into three groups according to their size range in the material. (Each type 

is also depicted in Figure 1.2.3): 

Type I – Its range is comparable with the size of sample, typical size is from mm to 

cm range. It can be called as macroscopic strain, which arises from plastic deformation, 

welding or quenching.  

Type II – It is a microscopic strain with range comparable with grain size. Strain value 

and direction can be different from grain to grain. Each grain with different orientation 

can behave differently under applied stress, which evolve a unique strain state in them. 

In our case thermal residual strain and stress between matrix and reinforcement phase 

also belongs to this category.    
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Fig. 1.2.3 –Classification? of internal stresses a) Type I b) Type II c) Type III [39] 

 

Type III – It has the smallest range and operates roughly in a distance of a few lattice 

parameters These strain fields are localized in small volume around point and line 

defects as example vacancies, interstitials or dislocations. Orowan strain or stresses, 

which are present in the material owing to higher dislocation density are also belongs 

to this group.   

 In composite owing to the very different mechanical and thermal properties 

of the phases the stored stresses of types II and III are much higher than for alloys. 

Each strengthening effect in composite is somehow connected with increased internal 

stresses. These strengthening mechanisms are discussed in the next section.  
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Chapter 2 

 

2. Experimental methods 

 

2.1. Neutron diffraction 

 

Neutrons are fundamental subatomic particles comparable in mass with protons. They 

carry no charge and they have magnetic moment. Neutron beams used in material 

research are produced either by fission reaction in nuclear reactors or spallation 

reaction at the target at proton accelerators. Neutron by itself isn’t a stable particle, in 

free-state its half-life is around 900 ms.  

 

2.1.1. Neutron sources 

 Neutron sources operating in research centers can be separated to three 

categories: 

Uranium reactor - Reactors operating on fission chain reactions are bounteous sources 

of neutrons. By fission of U nucleus, an average number of about 2.5 neutrons per one 

reaction is released with the energy of approximately 1 MeV. Nuclear fission reaction 

is illustrated on Figure 2.1.1. Neutron flux in the reactor core can reach the value even 

of 1017 neutron/sec depending on the source power. The fission reaction of the 235U 

can be described as [40]:  

 MeVnYXfragmentsUn fastthermal 1805.2)(2 **235   , (2.1) 

where stars indicate that the fission reaction products are radioactive in general. 

Fission is also accompanied with releasing of high energy gamma radiation (180MeV).  
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Fig. 2.1.1 – Nuclear fission of Uranium  

 

 The uranium based reactors need thermal neutrons for keeping up the chain 

reaction. Hot neutrons with high energy need to be cooled down by moderator for 

being capable for another fission reaction with 235U nucleus. This type of reactor is 

operating for example in the Czech Republic (Research reactor LVR-15) or Hungary 

(Budapest Research Reactor). 

 

Pulse reactor – Plutonium (239Pu) based reactor, unlike the Uranium reactors, doesn’t 

require to slow down neutrons for engendering fission chain reaction. Freshly released 

neutrons are capable to produce further neutrons after interaction with 239Pu nucleus. 

A typical example for this type of reactor is IBR-2 fast pulsed reactor in Dubna, where 

close to the Plutonium charges a neutron source passes through. This source is a 

Uranium slug that is secured to the rim of a rapidly rotating disk. System goes above 

the critical point and the chain reaction begins, when the neutron source reaches the 

Pu charges. After uranium slug leaves the surrounding of Pu charges, this reaction goes 

down and neutron production stops. This repeats periodically with high frequency 

making a pulse-like neutron beam. Advantages of the pulse reactor is the higher peak 

neutron flux compared with classical U reactors and absence of moderator in the 

reactor core.       

 

Spallation source – The most advanced way for neutron production is to use particle 

accelerators, where the beam of high energy particles is converted to a neutron source 

by colliding them with a heavy element target (e.g. Uranium, Mercury, Tungsten). It 

is known that nucleus with high atomic number contain much more bounded neutrons 

than protons. In the case is U and W the difference is 50 and 36, respectively. When 

this target is collided by accelerated protons with energy of 1 or more GeV, the nucleus 

is splinted to lighter nucleuses with small atomic number (Z=12,14 or 16) where the 

neutron/proton ratio is 1. The remaining excess of  neutrons, which number is 

generally 20 for one target atom, are then released. Technically, this solution is more 

complicated, but provides much higher neutron flux than other research reactors. 

Spallation source could have stationary, short pulses or long pulses operation mode. 

Other indisputable advantage of this method is that during operation the amount of 

nuclear waste is almost negligible.    
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Moderators 

 

 Basically, all neutron sources emit fast neutrons. In material research, 

thermal neutrons and sometimes slow neutrons are needed. Thermal neutrons with E~ 

0,025 eV and T~ 300 K following the mode of the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution 

for this temperature exhibit wavelengths comparable with lattice distances of condense 

matters, which make them useful in experiments based on diffraction method. 

Moderator is used for slowing down the neutrons. Neutron collisions with moderator 

nuclei cause their loses of kinetic energy. Because these collisions can be considered 

as purely elastic according to the law of momentum conversation the energy loss is 

more effective when the mass of particles of moderator are comparable with the mass 

of neutrons. Consequently, hydrogen can do this job the most effectively and the most 

frequently used medium is therefore light water.    

 

Monochromators 

 

 For the majority of material experiments monochromatic neutron beam is 

needed for which two options are available. Either putting velocity selector to the beam 

path, which uses the particle properties of neutrons, or using diffraction on single 

crystals, which take advantages of the neutrons wave-like behavior. Crystal-

monochromator works based on the Bragg-law, which will be discussed later. In the 

case of perfect single crystal when the incident neutron beam fulfills the Bragg 

condition, each atomic plane reflects the 10-4 part of its amplitude. That means in 

theory just 1 m thick layer will contribute to monochromatization, since beyond that 

the amplitude of incident beam is decrease to 5%. Therefor thicker crystal won’t 

change intensity of the monochromatic beam. This phenomenon is known as primer 

extinction. More advisable is to use crystals with mosaic structure, where under a 

certain mosaic block size this effect is negligible. With finer mosaic structure the 

intensity of diffracted monochromatic beam increases but for the expense of 

wavelength resolution. In practice monochromators are made from Silicon or 

Germanium single crystals. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mode_%28statistics%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maxwell%E2%80%93Boltzmann_distribution
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2.1.2. Advantages of neutron diffraction 

 

 Neutron diffraction (ND) is an experimental technique often used in the 

study of microscopic and macroscopic stresses in condensed matters with 

crystallographic structure. It is a unique method that enables to obtain information 

about the distribution of stresses deep inside the solid materials. Main advantages of 

ND are the following [40]:  

 Penetration depth of neutrons in most case of metals is few cm 

 Nondestructive method, thermal neutrons have too low energy (aroud 20 meV) 

for making considerable damages in crystallographic structure. This fact 

allows to monitor changes of internal stresses during mechanical loading. 

 ND has good spatial resolution, which makes it an appropriate method to 

determine stress gradient in engineering components.  

 The method is suitable for study macroscopic stress (Typ I), average stress in 

different phases and differently orientated grains (Typ II) and for study of 

stresses inside grains caused by dislocation structure (Typ III), 

Compared with X-ray radiation, neutrons penetrate into condensed matters by two-

three orders of magnitude deeper, which is a great advantage for engineering 

applications. Moreover, the penetration power in principle enables a free choice of the 

strain measurement direction. 

 The grain-selective character of ND facilitates the separation of strain response 

of different phases in a multiphase material, provided that the phases are 

distinguishable in a crystallographic sense [41]. Neutron diffraction enables the 

investigation of the stress/strain response of the individual phases simultaneously, and 

thereby it can provide valuable information on processes taken place inside the solids 

during the straining (tensile test, low-cycle fatigue, etc.) [42,43]. X-ray diffraction in 

practice is useless when the given structure contains atoms with small atomic numbers 

or atoms, which atomic numbers are close to each other, or just different isotopes. The 

atomic form factor is a Fourier transformation of electron density of given atoms shell; 

hence intensity of X-ray diffraction depends linearly on atomic number making these 

atoms undistinguishable. In contrast, neutrons scattering depends on the scattering 

length (b) of atoms, which presumably varies from nucleus to nucleus, or between 
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isotopes, in a non-systematic way. Even a single nucleus may have different neutron 

scattering length for different spin state (example singlet or triplet state).  Therefore, it 

is often used for the study of the structures containing light elements (polymers, 

biological samples, etc.). Scattering length of light elements is comparable with heavy 

elements making the structure well detectable.    

 Neutron carries magnetic moment, which makes it possible for determining 

magnetic structure of metals in material research. For example, it can be done by a 

triple axis diffractometer detecting the energy loss of neutrons or with the more 

advanced neutron spinecho method, which has much higher energy resolution [44].    

 

2.1.3. Principle of neutron diffraction 

 

 Neutrons, like X-ray photons can scatter either elastically or inelastically. 

According to wave-particle dualism particles can behave as waves, so each neutron 

can be assigned with wavelength and wave vector. Elastically scattered neutrons do 

not change they wavelength, they total energy is conserved. In the case of elastically 

coherently scattered neutrons, when interference occurs between the neutron waves, 

we are talking about diffraction. Inelastic and incoherent neutrons don’t carry any 

information only increases the background level. However, coherent inelastic 

scattering can be also useful, mainly for studying the dynamics of crystal lattice, e.g. 

vibration waves/mods (phonons) or the spin waves (magnon). 

 Neutrons scattered coherently and elastically on atomic planes always 

satisfies the Bragg equation [45] 

    hklhkld sin2 ,   (2.2) 

where d is the distance between neighbor atomic planes (lattice spacing) with h,k,l 

Miller indexes, λ is the wavelength of neutron, θ is the Bragg angle between the 

incident beam and atomic plane on which neutron scatters. If the beam is 

monochromatic, according to the position of diffraction peaks it is possible to calculate 

d-spacing (Fig. 2.1.2). Lattice strain, which mean changes of dhkl, cause shift of 

diffraction peak on the diffractogram, or in other word in case of powder diffraction 

changes the angle of the Debye-Scherrer cone. The difference between incident (ki) 

and scattered wave vector (kf) gives the diffraction vector (Q), which in elastic 

scattering have constant length expressed by the following equation:   
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    /sin4 fi kkQ .  (2.3) 

Direction of the diffraction vector is perpendicular to the diffracted plane and parallel 

with the defined lattice strain (εhkl). 

 

Fig. 2.1.2 – a) vector representation of incident and scattered neutrons b) effect of 

lattice strain on the diffracted angle due to applied stress. 

 

By differentiating the (2.2) equation we receive connection between the relative lattice 

strain and shift of the corresponding peak position: 
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where d0
hkl corresponds to the stress free state, when the lattice is under zero stress. 

Determination of d0
hkl is fundamentally problematic because the ideal, stress-free state 

in the investigated polycrystalline is hard to reach. Each grain in the material is 

exposed to stresses from neighboring grains. Thus except fine powder materials, 

residual stress is always present in polycrystalline materials. 

 The best accuracy and sensitivity of measurement could be achieved by 

detecting backscattered neutrons with 2θ close to 180°. Realization of the experiment 

under such circumstances has engineering restrictions, it is more convenient to use 

scattering angle around 90°, moreover, this also yields a cuboid gauge volume [45]. 
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2.1.4. Fundamental relationship between strains and stresses 

 

Stress (σij) and strain (εkl) are tensor quantities related to each other. Each of them has 

9 components from which 6 are independent. Relation between the stress and strain 

can be expressed by the Hook’s law:  

   
kl

klijklij C  , 
kl

klijklij S  ,  (2.5) 

where Cijkl is the elastic stiffness tensor and Sijkl the elastic compliance tensor. These 

tensors have 81 components from which due to the deformation symmetry in 

compression and tension just 36 are independent, which from the mathematical point 

of view means tensors are symmetrical by the diagonal axis [46]. For crystals with 

hexagonal symmetry 4 elastic stiffness components are independent, namely C1111, 

C1122, C1133 and C3333. The engineering calculations, even for HCP metals, are usually 

based on isotropic continuum mechanics. This approach can be used owing to the fine 

polycrystalline structure having random orientation. In this case, all Cijkl components 

can be expressed in term of just two independent elastic components, such as Young`s 

modulus (E) and Poisson`s ratio (ν). Consequently, relationship between stress and 

strain for isotropic material is simplified and can be expressed by using the generalized 

Hook`s law:       
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where ij are the indexes of the 3 main directions [47-48]. 

 Under applied stress deformation has different response for each hkl lattice 

plane family simply because the elastic stiffness tensor for single crystals is not 

isotropic. Hence, each lattice plane family has their characteristic diffraction constants: 

diffraction Young`s modulus (Ehkl) and diffraction Poisson`s ratio (νhkl). For 

determining the mean value of a component of macroscopic stress (σI
hkl) from lattice 

strain measured on a certain hkl reflection, it is required to modify the generalized 

Hooks law by the following way:  
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Diffraction constants Ehkl and νhkl can be determined either experimentally with in-

situ measurement by deforming sample in elastic regime, or by using different 

mathematical models as example Voigt, Reuss or Kröner model [49-50].  
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2.2. Setup of TKSN-400 diffraction instrument  

 

 In this work neutron diffraction was used for the investigation of residual and 

internal stresses in AX41 composite as a function of loading and plastic deformation. 

High-resolution ex-situ neutron diffraction experiment were performed at the Neutron 

Physics Laboratory of the Nuclear Physics Institute in Řež on the TKSN-400 

diffractometer installed in the HK-9 horizontal neutron channel of the LVR-15 reactor. 

In this section the experimental setup is summarized, including the calibration 

measurements, which are essential to be done before performing own diffraction 

studies. 

 

2.2.1. Facility and loading rig 

 

 TKSN 400 is a conventional high resolution 2-axis diffractometer optimized 

for investigation of internal strain and stresses in polycrystalline materials. It is also 

suitable for thermo-mechanical testing of materials. Neutron diffraction can be 

performed in situ during loading, which results in a wide range of valuable structural 

and sub-structural parameters of the studied material. The schematic view of the 

instrument is shown in Figure 2.2.1. The Si bend crystal monochromator selects a 

monochromatic beam, which diffracts on the examined sample.  
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Figure 2.2.1 – Scheme of the TKSN-400 2-axis neutron diffractometer, designed for 

in-situ powder diffraction measurements during loading for microstructure 

examination. 

 

 An uni-axial loading rig (shown in Figure 2.2.2) was installed to the second 

axis in order to perform in-situ mechanical tests of materials during diffraction 

measurement. Two type of loading rigs are available at TKSN-400 instrument. Each 

can be dynamically loaded for tension and compression, and can be cyclically loaded 

with maximum force up to ±20 kN and ±100 kN, respectively. The in situ tests can be 

performed only in axial experimental setup, when diffraction vector is parallel with 

loading axis. The radial direction measurement is not possible due to the lack of free 

space between the monochromator and the shielding walls. The second axis is also 

equipped with two motors. The first one is responsible for the angular rotation of 

detector together with deformation rig (motor 2θ) and the second one rotates just the 

loading rig (motor ω). For ex situ measurement it is more reasonable to replace loading 

rig with a goniometer, which is also available at HK9 beam line.    

 

Figure 2.2.2 – Uniaxial loading rig installed horizontally to the motor ω. 

 

2.2.2. Monochromator 

 

 The TKSN-400 instrument uses a bent perfect single crystals for the 

monochromatization of the neutron beam. They differ from the mosaic crystal by the 

absence of secondary extinction resulted in high peak reflectivity. The bent perfect 

crystal doesn’t have mosaicity but it possess “effective mosaicity”, which is 
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proportional to the crystal curvature and thickness and increases the crystal reflectivity 

[51]. By bending of the crystal the monochromatized beam can be focused to the 

sample in order to improve angular resolution. The focusing can be easily modified by 

changing the crystal curvature. In TKSN-400 instrument an elastically bent Si crystal 

is used for this purpose, in which the neutrons scatter from the (220) crystallographic 

planes. The scheme of the experimental setup with horizontal focusing bend Si 

monochromator is depicted on Figure 2.2.3. The resolution of the instrument is 

depends on geometrical factors as bending radius (RM), thickness and length of the 

irradiated part of the crystal. There is a strong correlation between divergences of 

incoming and outgoing beams with respect to the sample [52]:  
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where αM, αS is the divergence of the incident beam respective outgoing beam, LM is 

the distance between monochromator and specimen and θM, θS is the Bragg angle of 

monochromator respective sample.  

 In order to achieve the highest angle resolution it is required to find the 

optimal bending radius of Si perfect crystal. In order to reach this goal, the outgoing 

beam from sample has to be as narrow as possible: αS = 0. If this condition is fulfilled, 

the RM can be expressed as follows: 
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Figure 2.2.3. – The principle of neutron optics used in TKSN-400 instrument. White 

neutron beam diffracting on the (220) crystallographic plane of the Si bent perfect 

monocrystal [39]. 

 

 The testing measurement was performed on the 10.0 reflection of magnesium 

alloy. The ideal value for monochromator bending radius, corresponding to 100 

reflection with d-spacing d100 = 1.49 Å, was determined as 150 µm. Resolution Δd/d 

as a function of bending is shown on Figure 2.2.4. The exact value of the minimum of 

the Δd/d function was determined by fitting a polynomial function to the measured 

data. The best resolution of the instrument was also determined using a SiO fine crystal 

powder sample, as Δd/d ~ 2 x 10-3 [53].  

 

Figure 2.2.4. – The dependence Δd/d of the resolution on the monochromator bending. 

Measurement was performed with the using wavelength = 2.3 Å obtained from the 

(220) crystallographic plane of Si bent single crystal. 

 

2.2.3. Detector 

 

 Detection of neutrons cannot be done directly, since neutrons don’t carries 

electric charge. They have to be detected by nuclear interaction with an absorbing 

nucleus producing charged particles with energies in the MeV range. These either can 

be detected by gas counters acting in the proportional chamber or by producing a 

photon detected by a scintillation detector [54]. In case of 3He-detectors the principal 

nuclear reaction is the following: 
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   MeVHpHen 77.033  .  (4.3) 

The energy emitted during the interaction of neutron and 3He nucleus is transmitted to 

the anode. 

 For TKNS-400 instrument, a new 2 dimensional (2D) position sensitive 

detector (PSD) developed at the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (JINR, Dubna) 

was installed in order to improve the instrumental performance [55]. The angular range 

of the diffractometer covers 2θ angle from 25° to 90° with adjustable resolution of 

2x10-3 ≤ Δd/d ≤ 3x10-3. The detector is based on a multiwire proportional chamber 

design with 3He gas as a neutron converter. The body of the detector has outer 

dimensions of 380x380x60 mm made from aluminum alloy (Figure 2.2.5.). The 

thickness of the entrance window of the detector in the sensitive area is 7 mm. Anode 

filter, anode preamplifier and 4 cathode preamplifiers are mounted on the body of the 

detector. 

 

Figure 2.2.5. – Front view of the PSD with preamplifiers [55] 

 

 The electrode system inside the hermetic volume consists of two grids of the 

cathode, an anode grid and two drift planes. The drift planes under negative potential 

define the sensitive volume of the detector. The distance between them is 33 mm. The 

process of neutron detection occurs on the anode plane, which is located in the middle 

of the drift volume. It is a grid of tungsten wires. The bias voltage on the anode is 

usually 3800 V. The active area of the detector is located at the center and the 

dimension of 230x230 mm with space resolution of 0.8x0.8 mm2. Inside the detector 

there is a gas mixture of 3He (neutron converter) and CF4 (stopping gas). The total 

pressure of the gas mixture is 4.5 bar. 
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Figure 2.2.6 – Raw measurement data from the 2D detector 

 

 The upgrade of TKSN-400 instrument by adding the 2-D detector has 

brought significant improvement especially for measurements of magnesium alloys 

and other similar materials containing elements with low scattering amplitude. 

Moreover, the new 2D detector allows measuring materials with coarser grains (as it 

is shown on Figure 2.2.6) with better statistics. The exposure time of the measurements 

is reduced thanks to the larger area of the 2D PSD in comparison with the previous 1D 

one. 

 The shielding around the 2D PSD detector has also been improved. The inner 

side of the boron-containing wall has been covered by a thin cadmium plate to reduce 

the background contribution by the neutrons scattered from the wall. As can be seen 

in Fig. 2.2.7, despite the narrower slit between the sample and detector, which was 

changed from 5.5×6 mm to 3×6 mm, the proper shielding reduced the background 

noise by roughly 2.5 times. This change considerably decreased the instrumental peak 

broadening, allowing the use of the measured data for more reliable line profile 

analysis. 
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a)                                                                    b) 

Figure 2.2.7 – Magnesium alloy spectrum a) before the shielding upgrade b) after 

shielding upgrade 

 

 Another significant improvement on the TKSN-400 diffractometer is the 

usage of an upgraded absolute angle encoder, preciseness of which makes unnecessary 

to fix the detector 2θ position during the measurement. The new equipment can read 

the detector position with significantly higher accuracy than the peak shift caused by 

the lattice strain. Therefore, it is possible to record the diffraction patterns at each 

deformation step at two different angular positions (as it is shown in Fig. 2.2.7 b). This 

extends the detection range during fixed-strain level of in-situ measurement. 

 

 For the diffraction data analysis single peak fitting method was used. Owing 

to the symmetrical shape and short tails of diffraction profiles, simple Gauss function 

was fitted to the single peaks: 
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The θ0 indicates the position of peak, A is the amplitude, xu2ln22  is the full width 

at half maximum (FWHM) and B is the background radiation. The Gauss function fits 

well to the reflections if the internal stress of type III doesn’t have a considerable 

contribution to peak broadening. The large dislocation density, which is the major 

cause of type III stress or strain, make shape of peaks more Lorenzian like. In case of 

the dominancy of this peak shape, in diffraction analyses for fitting functions like 

Voigt or “Pearson Type VII” are often used [56]. In ND the instrumental peak 

broadening, which have purely Gaussian shape, usually has a significant effect on peak 
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shape, suppressing effects with Lorenzian broadening. Hence, in the present work for 

fitting Gaussian function was used. 

 Equation (2.2) is also used for the calculation of absolute error of LS. After 

differentiation δεhkl have the following form:  
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where δθ0,hkl and δθhkl indicates the absolute error value of the position of diffraction 

peak with hkl miller indexes for stress-free state and state in interest, respectively. 

 

 

 

2.3. Acoustic emission 

 

 An important representative of nondestructive in situ methods is the acoustic 

emission testing which allows a real time observation of ongoing deformation 

mechanism during deformation tests. Acoustic emission (AE) is generally defined as 

elastic waves emerging from a sudden release of energy due to local, dynamic and 

irreversible changes in the material (micro)structure, which are induced by external 

forces [57]. According to thermodynamics the duration time of energy release is short 

enough to consider it as an adiabatic process. Many events are accompanied by AE, 

such as earthquakes, avalanches, landslides, mine tremors, propagation of cracks in 

dams, buildings and materials. In the history first time such ultrasound waves were 

detected by Obert and Duvall [58] during mining activities.  

 The method has high sensitivity to transient local instabilities, so it is 

preferably used to monitor technical constructions in which local instabilities occur 

much earlier than the whole construction becomes unstable. AE also occurs during 

plastic deformation and phase transformation in condensed matters. Therefore, AE 

have a lot of practical applications ranging from geophysics and geology, through 

quality control and reliability up to material research. In this section its importance in 

material research will be discussed in details.  

 A great advantage of the method is the ability to perform instant evaluation 

of signals during operation of measurement, for example during deformation tests, 

where the measured values are processed and evaluated in real time. The disadvantage 
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of the method is in the complexity of signal interpretations. Exact theory describing 

AE unfortunately is not available because a realistic description of the sources and 

propagation of waves raises up very complex mathematical problems that are still not 

resolved. However, in the description of certain experiments some progresses have 

been made [59-60].  

 

2.3.1 Generation of AE waves 

 

 The AE waveform is influenced by numerous factors, including the source 

mechanism, microstructure and sensor. Generally, two main different types of AE 

signals can be distinguished. 

 In the case when elastic waves are simultaneously generated by a large 

number of sources and the amplitude of detected signal doesn’t fall below a certain 

threshold level after a short duration, we are talking about continuous emissions. This 

type of emission is closely related to the micromechanisms of plastic deformation such 

as dislocation slip [61], i.e. the activity of Frank-Read sources and dislocation 

annihilation, recrystallization, phase transformation or example the machine noise is 

also contribute to continuous emission. 

 In contrast, the burst (discontinuous) emission signals are clearly separated 

in time and their generation is avalanche-like. The magnitude of released energy is 

usually 10 to 15 order higher than that for continuous emission [62]. Such acoustic 

emission signal occurs due to instabilities in plastic deformation, like crack initiation, 

twin nucleation and propagation or some special type of corrosion processes. 

According to Stephens and Pollock [62] discontinuous elastic waves have a pulse 

nature, while the elementary parts of the material moving stepwise.  

 

Fig.2.2.1 – Two type of the AE signals: burst signals and continuous signals  
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2.3.2 Elementary parameters of acoustic emission 

 

 The single dynamic process, during which a given amount of energy released 

is called emission event. The local process, which generates emission events, is called 

emission source. Electric output of the sensor, caused by detected event, is known as 

emission signal. There are two possibilities how to process AE signal. Either the 

complete signal is recorded, which is called as data streaming technique, or a hit-based 

recording is used (Hit- AE event reaching the AE sensor), where each AE event is 

processed individually in real time. For data streaming higher computing resources are 

needed in order to perform quick data acquisition and record complete waveforms 

[63]. If this method is used and the raw AE signal is stored, the signal parameterization 

can be performed any time later. This give it the advantages that individualization 

parameters can be tuned and chosen based on inspection of the recorded signal. 

Disadvantages of data streaming method is that it leads to a huge data files with 

gigabytes, which are hard to work with. This method can be used when the whole 

measurement or deformation process won’t take too long. Example when ND is 

accompanied with AE one measurement can take in the scale of days, due to the 

generally long ND data recording time, data streaming is not an option.  

  Generally, three values have to be set for AE signal parametrization [64]: 

 Threshold voltage U0 – An event is considered to start when the signal cross 

U0. This parameter is aimed at cutting off the background noise.   

 Hit definition time, HDT (also called \dead time") – The event is considered to 

have come to an end if the signal remains below U0 longer than during HDT.  

 Hit lockout time, HLT  – After detecting the end of an event, no measurement 

is performed during HLT in order to filter out sound reflections. The HLT is 

triggered at the end of HDT. Consequently, the sum of HDT and HLT 

represents the minimum time between the end of one event and the start of the 

next one. 
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Fig 2.2.2 – Parameters used for the individualization of AE events  

 For hit-based analysis these parameters have to be set before the start of 

measurement. Obviously the chosen values of U0, HDT and HLT may influence the 

identification of AE events and the characteristics on statistical distribution. The 

conventional way to choose the most suitable parameters is relying on the “rules of 

thumb” approach. Recording is triggered once the output signals reach a set threshold 

value. This value is set to remove as much noise as possible, but care should be taken 

so that weak signals are not missed by setting too high threshold. AE event starts when 

the signal exceeds the threshold value and ends when amplitude fall under this value 

for longer duration than the predefined HDT. Hit-based analysis is used in most of AE 

applications to extract significant acoustic events in real time, without recording the 

continuous signal itself. In Fig. 2.2.3. are shown the five most important parameters, 

which describe each AE events. 
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Fig. 2.2.3 – Parameter-based processing of the AE signal. 

• Amplitude - Peak voltage of the signal waveform (representing the AE event) 

is closely related to the magnitude of the source event. The amplitude of the 

signals is expressed in volts or in AE decibel scale, where 1 µV at the sensor 

is defined as 0 dB. Preamplifier gain (in dB): dBAE = 20 log (Vmax/1 µV).  

• Rise time - The interval between the time when the signal is triggered and the 

time the signal reaches the maximum amplitude.  

• Duration - The interval between the time when the signal is triggered and the 

time the signal decreases below the threshold value.  

• Energy - Various ways of expressing energy exist (area under the amplitude 

curve is one of the most common): 
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• Counts - The number of times a signal crosses the threshold within the event 

duration. 
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2.3.3 Detection of AE signals 

 

 As was mentioned above the sudden release of energy inside of the material 

induce elastic waves, which propagate with the speed of sound in 3D, its component 

transversal to the surface. This transversal waving can be detected by piezoelectric 

crystal, which is attached to the surface either with magnets, mechanical holder or with 

glue designed for this purpose. The piezoelectric transducer transforms mechanical 

waves to electric signal, which is amplified by a preamplifier before the processing 

(Fig.2.2.4).    

 

Fig. 2.2.4 – Scheme of the AE acquisition process [65] 

The minimum surface displacement, which can be detected by a piezoelectric 

transducer is of the order of 10-13 m [66]. In reality, the detected displacement is by 

several order smaller. 
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2.4 Optical and Electron microscopy  

 

 Light and electron microscopes were used for metallographic investigation 

of studied materials. Basic microstructure characterization was made by using 

Olympus GX51 light optical microscope. The microscope is equipped with differential 

interference contrast (DIC), known as Nomarski contrast. This method is based on the 

separation of two orthogonally polarized rays which are spatially displaced and 

recombined before the observation. The recombination of the two rays is sensitive to 

the difference in their optical path, which can help with the visualization of grain 

boundaries or phase interfaces. Images from light optical microscopy were processed 

using NIS-Elements AR 3.0 software. The linear intercept method was used for grain 

size evaluation.  

 

 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used for more detailed 

investigation of microstructure of composite. Scanning was performed using electron 

microscope Quanta FEI 200F equipped with a field emission gun electron source 

providing high quality electron beam with energy from 500 eV up to 30 keV. The SEM 

is equipped with several analytical detectors allowing detail analysis of microstructure, 

chemical composition and crystallographic parameters and orientations on the surface 

of samples. Primary beam can interact with nucleus of atoms resulting a secondary 

signal of elastically back-scattered electrons (BSE) without energy loss but with 

direction changes. When the primary beam interacts with the shell of atom, it becomes 

excited and emits an electron usually from an inner electron shell. This interaction is 

inelastic and if the emitted electron have enough energy it can escapes from the 

surface. These secondary electrons have low energy (<50 eV) and they can provide 

information about the topography of surface. The SEM is also capable for EBSD and 

EDX measurements, which principle of operation will be explained later.       

 

 

2.4.1. Basics of electron microscopy 

 

 The scanning electron microscopy images were made by different type of 

emissions. The incident electron beam with high energy (in our case 10 keV) can drive 
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many forms of emission from the radiated surface of studied material. The three most 

important type of emissions are shown in Figure 2.4.1.: 

 Secondary electrons (SE) – weakly bounded electrons on the outer shell of 

atoms, which are excited from their position by the incident primary beam. 

These electrons have sufficient energy for escaping from the sample surface. 

Secondary electrons are sensitive to the topography of surface. If the surface is 

tilted with respect to the incident beam, the SE emission is more intensive. The 

escape depth of SE is very small, just few tenth of nm as it is highlighted with 

blue color in figure 4.4.1. The topography sensitivity, in tilted state larger part 

of the surface is irradiated and consequently is given by the fact that larger 

amount of SEs is emitted. Owing to the small escape depth, SE imaging has 

high resolution.     

 Back scattered electrons (BSE) – Elastically and inelastically scattered 

electrons under large angle coming from the incident beam. Besides losing 

energy by exciting electrons within the sample, the primary electrons can also 

undergo backscattering, this is re-emerge from the sample volume. Owing to 

their high energy the escape depth of BSE is greater than that of SE. 

Consequently, the topographical resolution is smaller. However, BSE have the 

advantage that they intensity is sensitive to the atomic number of the nuclei 

they scatter from. That’s why lighter elements which backscatter less 

efficiently appear darker than heavier elements in the BSE image. 

 X-ray photons – Electron beam bombarding the sample has such a large energy 

that it can knock out electrons from the inner shell. The vacancy is occupied 

with an electron from a shell with higher energy. This process is accompanied 

by emitting an X-ray photon. This X-ray radiation is characteristic for the 

emitting atom, therefore with measuring its energy information about the 

sample chemical composition can be obtained. In this case the escape depth is 

much larger than for electrons because due to the lack of charge X-ray doesn’t 

interact so heavily with atoms.  
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Figure 2.4.1 – Incident electron beam interacting with the sample causing different 

forms of emission  
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Chapter 3 

 

3. The goal of the project 

 

 The motivation of the present scientific work lies in a better understanding 

of the deformation processes taking place within mechanical treatments in AX41 

magnesium composite with ceramic Saffil fiber reinforcement. The influence of 

reinforcement phase have a key role behind deformation processes, which determine 

the mechanical properties of material. Since thermal neutrons provide a possibility to 

obtain information from bulk of crystalline materials, the main part of the investigation 

was made by neutron diffraction technique. This experimental tool can reveal the 

internal strain and stresses between the two phases and also their response on 

macroscopic loading. Furthermore the intensity changes of certain diffraction peaks 

provide information about the activity of twinning mechanism in different grain 

orientations.  

 In order to obtain complex information on microscopic processes neutron 

diffraction results are completed with acoustic emission measurement, which also 

collect experimental data from a large volume of specimen. Acoustic emission 

technique is capable to detect acoustic signals originating from the processes 

connected with plastic deformation of composites such as collective dislocation 

motion, twinning nucleation and fiber cracking. To confirm the correctness of 

measurements microstructural observation was made by light microscopy and 

scanning electron microscopy.  

 The goals of the project can be described in the following points: 

 Microstructure observation of composite in initial state. For fibers 

arrangement light microscopy was a suitable tool, while for the investigation 

of grain size and grain orientation EBSD method was chosen.  

 Investigation of the presence of precipitation by EDX measurement. 

 Deformation test for revealing the influence of fiber plane orientation on 

macroscopic mechanical properties from temperature range of 20-200 °C 

 Study of the microscopic deformation mechanisms by acoustic emission at 

room temperature and 100°C. Compare the activity of mechanisms based on 
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dislocation motion and twin nucleation for composite with parallel (PaO) and 

perpendicular fiber plane orientation (PeO).   

 Measurement of the stored residual strain with ex-situ ND in the matrix and 

reinforcement phase in initial state and as a function of pre-deformation. The 

same comparison for twinning mechanism in grains with a feasible orientation 

for twinning. 

 Study of the lattice strain behavior as a function of applied macroscopic stress 

in different grain families in the matrix and in fibers at temperature range 20-

200°C by using in-situ ND.   

 Observation of the main reinforcing mechanism, namely load transfer from 

matrix to fibers, in case of PaO and PeO at different temperature and compared 

them with the predicted results from Shear lag model. 

 Confirmation of the proposed hypothesis of twinning based on AE and ND 

result by EBSD microstructure measurement.   

 Control of the suggesting fiber cracking behavior from AE data analysis using 

electron microscopy.  

 Compared the internal stain evolution in matrix with FEM model predictions 
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Chapter 4 

 

4. Experimental results 

 

4.1. Initial state of the studied material 

 

 In this work AX41 magnesium alloy reinforced with 26 vol.% of short 

ceramic Saffil fibers (δ-Al2O3) was investigated. The reinforcement phase consisted 

of needle single crystals. The nominal composition of the matrix is shown in Table 

4.1. 

 

Component Mg Al Ca 

Content [hm.%] 95 4 1 

Table 4.1. – Nominal composition of the studied alloy 

 Material was prepared by squeeze casting technology: the preform consisting 

of Al2O3 short fibers and a binder system was preheated to approximately 1000 °C, 

and insert into a preheated die (290°C to 360°C). The melt (AX41 alloy) was 

superheated to a temperature between 700 and 720 °C and poured over the preform. 

Both components were compacted under high pressure.  

a)       b) 

Fig. 4.1.1 – The scheme of fiber plane orientations: a) fiber plane parallel with loading 

axis (PaO) b) fiber plane perpendicular to the loading axis (PeO). 
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 The whole ingot had a cylindrical shape as it is shown on Figure 4.1.2.  The 

inner cylinder contains the ceramic fibers, while the outer is a pure AX41 magnesium 

alloy. Samples for the deformation experiments were cut from the bulk, having a 

square prism shape with length of 20 mm and width of 10 mm. Samples were cut in 

two different orientations. In case of sample with parallel fiber plane orientation (PaO) 

the cross section is parallel with fiber plane. In the second case cross section is 

perpendicular to the fiber plane and it will further called as sample with perpendicular 

fiber plane orientation (PeO). The terminology used for description of particular 

sample orientations (parallel, perpendicular) refers to the mutual orientation of the 

deformation axis and the fiber plane.  

 

Fig. 4.1.2 – Scheme of the ingot: outer cylinder is a pure AX41 magnesium alloy, 

while inner cylinder is the magnesium based composite with ceramic fiber 

reinforcements. 

  

4.1.1. Sample preparation 

 

Optical microscopy 

 

 The preform ensures that the fibers kept their orientation even after 

compacting. Therefore the majority of fibers are parallel with the top of cylinder. Let 

call this plane as parallel fiber plane (in figure 4.1.2 is indicated with red color). In 
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these plane fibers have random orientation. The average length and diameter of fibers 

is 87 μm and 3 μm, respectively. 

 The microstructure of composite was first studied with optical microscopy. 

The preparation of samples for optical microscopy starts with cutting them to slices 

with Accutom-50 device followed by standard metallographic magnesium sample 

preparation:  

 grinding on SiC abrasive papers from 1200 to 4000 grits  

 Polishing with diamond pastes from 3 to ¼ µm  

 Etching with two different solutions for about 10-30 s. 3% acetic acid solution 

in water was used for alloy and 20 ml of acetic acid, 1 ml of HNO3, 20 ml of 

water and 60 ml of ethylene glycol for composite, respectively.  

 

Electron microscopy 

 

 The first steps of sample preparation are the same as for optical microscopy 

observation. After polishing, due to the different mechanical properties of the two 

phase, the surface is not smooth. Therefore, Argon (Ar) ion-polishing is applied 

instead of etching. This process was performed in a Gatan PIPSTM device. The 

accelerating voltage for Ar ions was 2 keV and the impact angle was set to 5°. As the 

illustration in Figure 4.4.2 a) shows two Ar beam was bombarding the surface of the 

sample for four hours while the sample was rotating around the center with a small ω 

angle speed to ensure the polishing of the largest possible area. Figure 4.4.2b) shows 

the finished sample after ion-polishing with a high quality surface.  

 

      

a)                                                                      b) 
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Figure 4.4.2 – The final process of sample surface preparation a) polishing with Ar 

ions with accelerating voltage of 2 keV under impact angle of 5° b) The surface after 

the polishing. 

  

4.1.2. Microstructure investigation 

 

 Micrographs of the specimen cross-section in the initial state are shown in 

Figure 4.1.2. If the fiber plane is perpendicular to the loading direction, the cross-

section of fibers appears on the micrograph in the form of black dots (Fig. 4.1.3b). 

Nevertheless, the alignment of the fibers is not ideal; a small fraction of fibers does 

not follow the prevailing orientation. The distribution of the reinforcement phase in 

the case when the fibers plane is parallel to the loading direction is shown in Fig. 

4.1.3a. The random orientation of the fibers in the image plane is obvious. The spatial 

fibers distribution in the matrix is homogeneous on a large scale. However, locally 

small tangles of fibers can be observed.  

  

  

a)                                                                b) 

Figure 4.1.3. – Fiber distribution and orientation of the composite in the cross section 

for a) parallel fiber plane orientation b) perpendicular fiber plane orientation.  

 Owing to the densely-located fibers etching of the surface didn’t bring the 

expected effect: the grain boundaries of magnesium phase are hardly observable. This 

makes the evaluation of grain size from metallography difficult. Therefore, for this 

purpose electron microscopy was used. With EBSD method the shape and size of 

grains is clearly visible. An initial mean grain size of 650 μm was estimated using 

linear intercept method from the EBSD pictures (Fig. 4.1.4). 
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a)                                                                    b) 

Figure 4.1.4. – EBSD map of the as prepared composite in the cross section for a) 

parallel fiber plane orientation (PaO) b) perpendicular fiber plane orientation (PeO). 

 

 

Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) 

 

 

 In the BSE images in the vicinity of the fibers particles were observed with 

brighter color. For the investigation of their chemical composition energy dispersive 

X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used. In EDX measurement 5 elements have been 

detected in the material: Mg, Al, O, Ca, Si. The first picture in Figure 4.1.5 shows the 

BSE image, where besides Mg and Al2O3 two phases was detected. The precipitation 

in the matrix around fibers was identified as γ-Al12Mg17 intermetallic phase, which has 

thin lamellar structure. According to literature such a structure is characteristic for 

Al12Mg17 phase [67-68]. The larger particle formations next to the fibers are rich in Ca 

and were identified as Al2Ca phase. The measured composition around the particles 

are shown in Figure 4.1.6 with the X-ray spectrum. The higher Al concentration is 

inflicted by surroundings because part of radiation can come from the lamellas below 

this particle. The reason of forming much larger Al2Ca particles than Al12Mg17 within 

the matrix is due to the lower thermal energy, which is required for the precipitation 

during the solidification process [69]. A small amount of Si was observed also in Saffil 

fibers. Most probably it is the rest of the preform, in which the ceramic fibers where 

embedded during the fabrication. In few locations (Figure 4.1.7) particle with Si and 

Ca content was observed. The ratio of these two elements is roughly 1:1. Based on the 

literature data available for Ca-Si systems [70], we identify them as CaSi intermetallic 
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phase. The higher Ca content around the fiber in Figure 4.1.11 indicates that the 

matrix/reinforcement boundaries influences the Al2Ca precipitation process.    

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1.5 – The BSE map and EDX maps of Mg, Al, O, Ca and Si elements. 
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Figure 4.1.6 – EDX spectrum around a bright particle (indicated by red arrows in 

Fig. 4.1.5.) identified as Al2Ca intermetallic phase. 
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Figure 4.1.7 – The BSE map and EDX maps of Mg, Al, O, Ca and Si elements. 
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4.2. Acoustic emission of composite 

 

4.2.1. Acoustic emission at room temperature 

 

 The true stress-true strain curve and the corresponding AE count rate for 

AX41 magnesium alloy (Fig. 4.2.1a) and for the AX41 composite with PaO (Fig. 

4.2.1c) and PeO (Fig. 4.2.1e) deformed in compression at room temperature is depicted 

in Fig. 4.2.1. The work hardening rate dependence on true strain is shown in Fig. 

4.2.1b,d-f.  The common feature of all AE curves is a significant peak of the AE 

activity at the onset of straining. This behavior can be attributed to the concurrent 

activity of dislocation slip in basal and prismatic planes and deformation twinning [71– 

73]. The steep decrease of the AE signal, which is typical for magnesium alloys, has 

two main reasons:  

 

 The dislocation density increases with the increasing strain. Consequently, the 

mean free path of dislocations decreases. Since this parameter is directly 

proportional to AE intensity [74], a rapid drop of the AE signal is obvious.  

 

 The twin nucleation can be expected to be a significant AE source, since it is a 

result of rapid, collective motion of several hundred dislocations. In contrast, 

the growth velocity of a twin is approximately six orders smaller [75]. Hence, 

the energy released during twin growth is too small for emitting detectable AE. 

Saying with other words, the AE signal is proportional to the number of the 

nucleated twins. As it is shown in our recent paper [75], in compression the 

twin nucleation is dominant only at the onset of straining. Above the 

macroscopic yield point the twin growth dominates. Consequently, the AE 

signal at higher strains decreases under the detectable limit. 
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       a)                                                                  b)  

 
       c)                                                                 d)  

 
       e)                                                                   f) 

Figure 4.2.1. – True stress- true strain curves and work hardening rate curve with AE 

response for a-b) unreinforced alloy c-d) composite with PaO e-f) with PeO deformed 

at room temperature.  

 

 If we perform a closer inspection AE count rate for the particular samples, 

we can find several substantial differences between the AE response of composites 

PaO, PeO and the unreinforced alloy, respectively:  
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 Lower AE activity in composites – This effect is caused mainly by the presence 

of the fibers, which act as obstacles for dislocation motion, and reduce the 

mean free path of dislocations. Further, the twin nucleation is suppressed 

owing to high internal stresses [76]. It is noteworthy that there is a higher 

intensity of the AE signal in the early stage of deformation for perpendicular 

fibers orientation. The {1012}⟨1011⟩-type extension twins are expected to be 

the main source of AE. In case of composite with PaO either the number of 

nucleated twins is lower or the size of twins, which also can be the reason of 

the lower AE intensity. Further, we expect that owing to lower internal stress 

in PeO there is a higher dislocation activity. Thus, the combination of more 

intensive twinning and a longer mean free path of dislocation could result in a 

higher intensity of AE in the PeO case. 

 The AE signals in the terminal stage of the deformation in composites – The 

observed increase of the AE activity at higher strains is related to the fibers 

failure [76]. As it is obvious from Fig. 4.2.1d-f, this effect is more intensive for 

the sample with the perpendicular fibers plane orientation. This feature can be 

elucidated as follows: the fibers aligned with the loading axis are also 

compressed during the compression test of the sample and they can easily 

buckle. The buckling process does not emit detectable AE. In contrast, fibers 

laying in the plane perpendicular to the loading axis are stretched and may 

fragment. Such process is an effective source of AE. Thus, this is the reason 

why massive AE signal was observed at strains higher than 1.2% for the PeO 

samples. 

 

 There also can be found a similar behavior of AE response of composites and 

matrix. The work hardening rate curve as a function of strain highlights the yield point 

of the deformation test. Where the curve reaches its maximum there is the onset of 

plastic deformation. For matrix and both composites the yield point correlates with the 

maximum of AE count rate pointing out the beginning of collective dislocation motion 

and twinning activation. In case of unreinforced alloy the intensity starts to increase at 

low stresses (~40 MPa), which indicates that the twinning is active from the very 

beginning of the deformation. This result is in agreement with our previous findings 

[75]. The twinning in the composite sample with PeO was initialized around ~80 MPa, 

while the sample with PaO the activation starts approximately at ~110 MPa of applied 
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stress. The onset of extension twinning before reaching the macroscopic yield point is 

evident and often reported also by other authors [77,78]. 

 

4.2.2. Acoustic emission at elevated temperature 

 

 The true stress-true strain curves obtained in compression at 100°C are 

shown in Fig. 4.2.2. for both orientation of the fibers plane. The acoustic emission 

response is clearly higher at elevated temperature than at RT. This strong difference 

of AE activity is caused by the influence of thermally activated processes. It is believed 

that it is the activity of non-basal slip systems like pyramidal and prismatic slip [79]. 

Both twinning and the non-basal slip become easier at higher temperatures. The critical 

resolve shear stress (CRSS) at room temperature is almost 100 times higher than for 

basal slip. Since the Burgers vector of this systems is large in comparison to the lattice 

spacing of magnesium, the glide of these dislocations is rather difficult, requiring 

thermal activation. Consequently the CRSS for the prismatic and pyramidal slip 

systems decreases rapidly with increasing temperature [80,81].  

 The local cross-slip of both basal and <c+a> type dislocations and dislocation 

climb is also activates with increasing temperature reducing the dislocation density in 

the matrix. With this process also reduces the number of obstacles for dislocation 

motion making longer dislocation mean free path. As was discussed above the larger 

mean free path of dislocation is advantageous for cooperative dislocation motion, thus, 

this process increases the activity of AE.  

 

 

     a)                                                                   b) 
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     c)                                                                   d) 

Figure 4.2.2 – True stress- true strain curves and work hardening rate curve with AE 

response for a-b) composite with PaO c-d) with PeO deformed at 100°C.  

 

 The AE signals in the terminal stage of the deformation in composites also 

increased, which indicates to the more frequent fiber cracking process and nucleation 

of cavities. The measured count rate suggests that fiber cracking in case of PeO is a 

more dominant mechanism than for PaO. 

 

 The main results of the AE measurement and their relation to the other 

testing methods are illustrated in Figure 4.2.3.  
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Figure 4.2.3 – The three main hypotheses based on deformation tests and AE 

measurements and their verification with the other methods.  
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4.3. Ex-situ neutron diffraction 

 

 The residual strain measurements were performed ex-situ. The specimens 

were deformed in compression at room temperature with an initial strain rate of 10-3 s-

1 to predetermined strain values with 0.2% to 0.5% strain step. After each deformation 

point, the sample was placed to a goniometer installed to the TKSN-400 instrument 

and the ND was measured in axial and radial direction (Figure 4.3.1 a) and b)). A small 

motor was fixed to the goniometer, which rotates the specimen around the longitudinal 

axis (ϕ) during ND measurement. As it will be discussed later (chapter 4.4.2), owing 

to the coarse grain structure of the composite samples such a rotation is of key 

importance for proper measurement of lattice strains. The coarse grains resulted a 

spotty Debye-Scherrer rings making powder diffraction analysis inaccurate. In radial 

direction owing to sample rotation the number of grains contributed to diffraction 

significantly increases. This results in smoother and continuous diffraction rings 

(Figure 4.3.1d). In axial direction the rotation is obviously not so effective, since the 

axis of rotation is parallel with the diffraction vector and almost the same grains are 

diffracting all the time. The difference can be seen in Figure 4.3.1c) and d). In axial 

setup the Debye-Scherrer rings are spottier than in radial setup. The diffraction vector 

in both case lies in the horizontal plane (Q). The slits, which have been made from 

cadmium, between sample-detector and sample-monochromator have the same size of 

5.5x5.5 mm and were placed as close to the sample as possible. This ensured staying 

the whole gauge volume inside the sample in order to eliminate the surface effects on 

lattice strain (LS) measurement [82,83].        

                      

a)                                                               b) 
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c)                         d) 

Figure 4.3.1 – Geometrical setup of the measurement and the raw neutron diffraction 

data from the 2D detector in case of a-c) axial geometry b-d) radial geometry. 

 

 For the data analysis it is necessary to convert the recorded 2D data to one 

dimension, where intensity is integrated along the rings and it depends just on the angle 

θ. The detector during the whole ex-situ measurement was set to the position of 2θ = 

48, where the most reflections appears. The black line on Figure 4.3.2 shows the pure 

magnesium alloy profile, while the red line represents the composite diffraction 

profile. Since after monochromatization second harmonic of neutron waves was also 

appeared, six magnesium reflections have been measured. Reflections (1000) and 

(0002) came from the first harmonic (λ=2.3A) while peak (1013), (1120), (1122) and 

(2021) originated from the second harmonics (λ=1.15A). It is obvious that for 

composite, there peaks coming from the reinforcement are also present. Unfortunately, 

two of them is close to the (1000) magnesium peak. Thus, they strongly overlap with 

each other, which makes difficult the evaluation of their exact positions. 
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Figure 4.3.2 – The diffraction profiles of the magnesium and composite sample in the 

angle range of 42°-54.5°.  

 

4.3.1. Strengthening effect of fibers  

 

 As it is obvious from Fig. 4.3.3, the mechanical properties show a strong 

dependence on the mutual orientation of the loading axis and fiber planes. In the case 

of the parallel orientation, the sample exhibit significantly higher yield and tensile 

strength. As it was shown by several authors [84, 85], the largest contribution to the 

strengthening of fibers reinforced composites is given by the load transfer from the 

matrix to the fibers. The observed behavior is in agreement with the shear lag model, 

which determines the stress necessary for deformation of a composite due to the load 

transfer. 

 

a)                                                                        b)    

Figure 4.3.3 – True stress-true strain curve of AX41 composite with a) parallel fiber 

plane orientation and b) perpendicular fiber plane orientation.  

 

The difference between the stress necessary for deformation of the composite and the 

stress acting in the unreinforced alloy is a complex value containing various 

contributions due to the presence of fibers [86]: 

 Load transfer of the applied stress to the well bonded fibers (σLT) 

 Increase of the dislocation density accommodating the thermal stresses in the 

matrix/reinforcement interface (ΔσCTE)  

 Increase in grain boundary area due to grain refinement (ΔσGS) 

 Orowan strengthening (ΔσOR) 
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 Generation of geometrically necessary dislocations which accommodate the 

incompatibilities at fiber/matrix interface during plastic deformation (ΔσGEO) 

 Residual thermal stresses (ΔσTH) 

The final stress C necessary for the composite deformation may be expressed as  

σCtheor = σLT + ΔσCTE + ΔσOR + ΔσTH + ΔσGEO + ΔσGS. 

Contributions to the strengthening were calculated using model relationships 

introduced in chapter 1.2.3. Results are summarised in Table 2. For calculation of the 

individual terms, the following constants were used: α(AX41) = 26x10-6 K-1, α(Saffil) 

= 6x10-6 K-1 [87], the shear modulus G = 17GPa, b = 3.2x10-10 m, Ky = 0.28 MPam-

3/2 [88], Taylor factor ψ = 4.5 [89], α1 = 0.35 [90]. 

 

 σm σLT ΔσCTE ΔσOR ΔσTH ΔσGEO ΔσGS σtheor [MPa] σexp [MPa] 

PaO 84 170 28 3 45 20 20 286 390 

PeO 84 28 28 3 45 20 20 144 230 

Table 2. – Contributions of various strengthening mechanism to the yield stress of the 

composite at room temperature. 

 

The difference between the experimental findings and modelled values is quite large. 

This fact may have these reasons: 

 Models for composite strengthening consider the uniform distribution of the 

reinforcing phase fibers (or particles). As it can be seen in Fig. 1 this condition 

is not fulfilled. 

 Contributions to strengthening were not exactly calculated. Probably the 

equations used are too simple and it is necessary to take into account more 

aspects. Thermal stresses induced into matrix and load transfer depend strongly 

on the quality of the interface bonding [91]. It is possible that the residual 

thermal stresses and load transfer are higher that the calculated values. 

 As it was mentioned before precipitations and other phases occur in the matrix, 

which also have their contribution to strengthening. Therefore, the theoretical 

model for the prediction of reinforcing effect shows lower values, than the 

measured ones, for composite with both orientations.  
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4.3.2. Residual lattice strain evolution 

 

 The residual strain is plotted as a function of applied stress for both types of 

composites in Figs. 4.1.9a) and b). In the composite with the parallel fiber plane 

orientation the residual strain on all six planes has a tensile character already at the 

initial state. This feature can be explained by the different thermal expansion 

coefficient (CTE) of the matrix and alumina fibers (Mg: 27 x 10-6 K-1, Al2O3: 7.2 x 10-

6 K-1) [92]. Owing to the larger CTE of magnesium, the hydrostatic tensile thermal 

strain arises during the solidification process [93] and the following cooling to ambient 

temperature. In radial direction for perpendicular fiber plane orientation also high 

tensile strain appears (Fig. 4.1.9d). Owing to the high aspect ratio of fibers, matrix in 

radial direction is stretched out, which naturally cause shrinking between 

crystallographic planes in axial direction. This explains the measured compressive 

lattice strain in axial direction in Fig. 4.1.9c.    

 An interesting effect can be observed at both composites in the axial direction 

(Figs. 4.1.9a and 4.1.9c). The lattice strain evolution shows an inverse behavior, i.e. 

the compressive deformation increases the residual tensile strain in the matrix. In the 

case of the parallel fiber plane orientation this effect can be explained as follows: the 

reinforcement phase deforms during macroscopic loading elastically and during 

unloading returns to its initial state. On the other hand, the matrix, owing to the low 

yield stress, has to deform partially plastically. After its previous compressive plastic 

deformation, needs to elongate, which creates tensile strain in the matrix [94, 95]. In 

the case of perpendicular fiber orientation, the appearance of the tensile strain is rather 

unexpected. Its presence can be attributed to the not perfectly planar distribution of the 

reinforcement, i.e. the longitudinal axis of the majority of the fibers is not perfectly 

perpendicular to the loading direction [96]. 
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a)                                                                b) 

 

      c)                                                                    d)               

Figure 4.1.9 – Residual lattice strain evolution in the matrix for six different grain 

families for PaO composite a) in axial direction, b) in radial direction and for PeO 

composite, c) in axial direction d) in radial direction. 

 

 In the radial direction, the initial tensile residual strain in the matrix decreases 

for both fiber orientations (Figs. 4.1.9b and d). This effect is caused by compressive 

applied stress, which in the matrix induces plastic flow in axial direction. In radial 

direction the balancing Poisson reaction has influence on LS. 

 The lattice strain behavior indicates further remarks: In the radial direction 

the compressive lattice strain reached a higher level for the perpendicular fiber 

orientation. As it can be seen in Fig. 4.1.8, the perpendicular specimen is more ductile. 

It means that the matrix was more deformed and during the unloading larger 

compressive strains arose owing to the different response of the matrix and fibers. 

 It is obvious that the evolution of the residual lattice strains with the applied 

stress is different for the particular planes. Similarly, to the observations in the 

literature [96-97] “soft-orientations” and “hard-orientations” were observed. The 
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extension twinning on the {1120} planes belongs to the most probable deformation 

mode in magnesium along the basal slip [98]. The measured {0002} and {1013} planes 

represent parent orientation for twinning with respect to the axial detector in the given 

experimental geometry. Figures 4.1.9a) and c) show a relaxation of the {0002} and 

{1013} lattice strains at the stress levels close to the experimental yield stress, which 

indicates the important role of the {1120} twinning mode in the strain accommodation. 

Consistently, the daughter {1010} and {1120} orientations have to accumulate larger 

portion of load, since the twinning process reorients them out from position favorable 

for both basal slip and extension twinning. Therefore, their deviation has an opposite 

sign than that of their counterparts. 

 

 

4.3.3. Twinning in Mg composites 

 

 The twinning mechanism has significant effect on the diffraction peaks. 

Integrated intensity of particular reflections changes when twinning occurs. Therefore, 

ND experiments are excellent tools for estimation of the twinned volume. In 

compression, grains having their c-axis perpendicular to the loading axis, are optimally 

oriented for extension twinning {1012} [75]. In axial direction, these grains have 

{1010} and {1120} orientations. As it was discussed in chapter 1 the {1012} extension 

twinning reorientates the grain by almost 90° making parent-daughter relations 

between grains with reflections {1010}-(0002) and  {1120}-{1013}. Relative intensity 

decrease from parent grains is proportional to the relative twin volume in parent grains. 

Concurrently, the relative intensity of the daughter grain orientations increases because 

the part of the newly emerging twins will also contribute to the intensity of these 

reflections. In radial direction the situation is more or less the opposite. Thus the (0002) 

and {1013} peaks represent the parent grains. In this case the intensity changes of 

{1010} and {1120} reflections are not suitable for the prediction of twinned volume 

because both parent grains and daughter grain can give a contribution to the integrated 

intensity.  
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a)                                                             b)  

 

     c)                                                                d) 

Figure 4.1.10 – Relative intensity evolution of the grains with “soft-orientation” for a-b) 

sample with PaO c-d) sample with PeO. a-c) In axial direction {1010} and {1120} peaks 

represent the parent’s grains while in radial direction c-d) the same role corresponds to 

(0002) and {1013} reflections.  

 

 In the Figure 4.1.10a)-d) the relative intensity changes of parent grains 

determined by single peak fits with respect to their initial state are presented. In axial 

direction the {1010} and {1120} reflections are shown for both PaO (Figure 4.1.10a) 

and PeO (Figure 4.1.10c) sample. In radial direction (0002) and {1013} plane are in 

parent orientations for both PaO (Figure 4.1.10b) and PeO (Figure 4.1.10d). According 

to the results twinning activates much earlier for PeO. This decrease of relative 

intensity takes place at lower applied stress (around 200 MPa). For samples with PaO 

twinning is virtually inactive up to 300 MPa. This behavior is different in case of 

magnesium alloys were the twinning is observed already at low applied stresses (<10 

MPa) [99]. This difference can be explained with the presence of fibers. The delayed 

activation of twinning on macroscopic scale in sample with PaO can be explained by 
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the high LS in the matrix in axial direction. The applied compressive load has to first 

compensate the tensile LS. Only after this step the matrix is virtually compressed, 

which induces twinning. Another interesting difference between two orientations is 

the relative twin volume at the end of deformation. In sample with PaO twinning is 

less dominant, and approximately 20 vol.% of favorably oriented grains undergo 

twinning. For PeO this ratio is around 60 vol.%. This explains the larger ductility of 

PeO sample.   

 

Key results of the subchapter 

 

 High tensile strain is present in the matrix in all direction in the initial state. 

 Tensile strain is higher in sample with PaO, which indicates an effective 

reinforcing effect of fibers in this specimen. 

 Relative twin volume is much larger in case of PeO. This explains the larger 

ductility of this specimen.    

 

 

4.4. Numerical FEM modeling 

 

4.4.1. Basic principles of the FEM model 

 

 The LS fields in composites can be predicted with various analytical methods. 

Unfortunately, these methods usually cannot handle complex object and surface 

geometries, which present a significant limitation for composite materials. Therefore, in 

this work we decided to use rather a numerical approach, namely the finite element method 

(FEM). 

 FEM is a well-established and commonly used method for solving boundary 

value problems in many fields of science and engineering. Therefore FEM is a complex 

topic and a detailed description of this method goes far beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The detailed introduction into FEM can be found in [100]. In general, models based on 

FEM follows these basic steps [101]: 

 Modeling and discretization of the structure – The domain of the structural 

problem is divided into a large number of small subdomains, called finite elements 

(FE). This step is crucial in determining the solution accuracy of the problem. Each 
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element, which is represented with red dot, is connected with the neighbor 

elements as it shown in Figure 4.4.1. A connection between two elements is called 

node. In 2D space the domain Ω is decomposed to a triangular or some cases to a 

quadrangular mesh. In case of 3D space tetrahedron meshes are used but 

sometimes hexahedron shape objects are also a good option.   

 

Figure 4.4.1 – Domain Ω decomposed into a triangular mesh. Γ= Γgi Ս Γhi is the 

boundary on which the displacement field gi and the normal component of the 

strain hi for the ith component are prescribed. 

 

 Definition of the element/node properties – The properties of elements or nodes 

are defined by user. It means that physical properties are assigned to the elements, 

i.e. in the case of mechanical model each node is considered as a spring with the 

same elastic constants as the modelled phase of the material.  

 Assemble the element structural matrices – The structural matrix for each 

element can be derived from equilibrium. The structural matrix relates the nodal 

displacements (ui) to the applied forces at the nodes. Assembling of the element 

structural matrices means the application of equilibrium for the whole structure. 

When the structural matrix and the associated element equation for each element 

is derived, than can be derived the displacement field for the whole structure. The 

strong form of the boundary value problem (BVP) is written as [100]  

    ijij f, .    (4.4) 

This show the relation between stress and forces for a node. By using the general 

Hook’s law and small strain tensor  
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the element equation can be derived as: 

    ijij fuk   ,    (4.6) 

where kij is the element stiffness matrix (or local matrix), fi the forces at the node 

and uj the displacement of the node. Element equation is generated for each 

element, then these equations are assembled to produce the global system of 

equations of the structure [101] 

     FuK   ,    (4.7) 

where K is the stiffness matrix and u the solution vector of the elements 

displacement. The dimension of the system is 3Nn where Nn is the number of nodes 

and the prefactor 3 indicates the dimensionality of the modelled space. The K in 

principle would have (3Nn)
2 elements, which is a very large matrix considering 

that a typical FEM mesh can contain even 106 nodes. Such a data array would 

exceed the memory capacities of computers. Fortunately the stiffness matrix is 

rather sparse, which means that the number of non-zero elements is of the order of 

3Nn rather than (3Nn)
2. For sparse matrices special data structures are developed 

where only the non-zero elements are stored and thus memory consumption is 

reduced tremendously [102]. 

 Definition of boundary conditions – In this step the support conditions are 

provided, some nodal displacements are required to set to known values. 

Furthermore the externally applied forces are provided to the required nodes. As 

it is shown in Figure 4.5.1 Γ is the boundary consisting Γgi and Γhi (Γ= Γgi Ս Γhi). 

On Γgi the ith component of the displacement and on Γhi the ith component of the 

normal component of strain are prescribed. The subscript i can take values 1,2,3 

devoting the 3 spatial direction x,y and z. The boundary conditions can be written 

by the following way: 

    ii gu  for r ϵ Γgi      (4.8) 

    ijij hn   for r ϵ Γhi    (4.9) 

 Solving the system of linear algebraic equations – The boundary conditions are 

introduced in the structure equation (4.7), which leads to a system of simultaneous 

algebraic equations where the nodal displacements are the unknowns. The global 

system of equations along with the boundary conditions must be solved to obtain 

the displacements in the nodes of the domain.  
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 Calculation of strains or stresses – Using the strain-displacement (4.5) and 

stress-strain (Hook’s law) equations, the required field values, which is strain and 

stress distributions, should be obtained.  

 

 The introduced FEM model in this work was written in Wolfram Mathematica 

11.0 platform. For the pre-processor stage of FEM model, which means the discretization 

of the modelled structure, definition of boundary conditions and definition of loadings, 

software offers an extension module.  

 The specimen was modeled as a 3D cuboid containing two phases with isotropic 

elastic properties. In this case the number of independent elastic constants reduce to two, 

with the following distinct material constants: Young’s modulus (Y) and Poisson ratio (ν). 

Even though magnesium have hexagonal crystallographic structure, at macroscopic level 

the matrix can be considered as isotropic material due to the polycrystalline structure.  

 In the first step it is necessary to draw the boundaries of the phases and modelled 

space. This is shown in Figure 4.4.2, where each fiber is represented by an ellipsoid lying 

in xy fiber plane. Owing to the isotropic orientation of fibers, in the model the fiber 

orientations are also different to achieve almost realistic conditions. With more fibers and 

modelled space the results would be more reliable, but in case of 3D modeling the 

computational cost is too large even for computers with high computational power.  

 

 

Figure 4.4.2 – Boundaries of the defined 3D region before meshing. Each fiber is 

represented with ellipsoids lying in fiber plane 

    

 After the boundary drawing process meshing was made. During meshing the 

whole defined space is filled with tetrahedrons, which maximum volume can be defined 

in advance even for each region separately. A slice of the simulated specimen after 

meshing is shown in Figure 4.4.3.a). Green tetrahedrons gave the elastic properties of the 
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magnesium matrix while red tetrahedrons represent the reinforcing phase. Figure 4.4.3b) 

shows the reinforcing phase without the visualization of matrix.     

 

 

a)    b) 

Figure 4.4.3 – a) a slice from the defined 3D region after meshing, filled out with 

tetrahedrons b) reinforcing phase located on parallel planes in the defined region.  

 

4.4.2. Prediction of lattice strain with FEM 

 

 As we mentioned in the introduction, large residual thermal strains are 

present in the composite, which have to be taken into account in modeling. A strain 

incompatibility, Δε, arises due to the different CTE of matrix and fibers (αM = 

24.8μm/m.K for magnesium and αR = 8.4μm/m.K for alumina) during cooling. It can 

be calculated as TRM

thermal

R

thermal

M  )(  , where ΔT is the temperature 

difference. In our calculations, ΔT = 630 °C, which is the difference between the 

melting point of magnesium, 650 °C, and the testing temperature, 20 °C. In the present 

model, this strain incompatibility was induced by hydrostatic pressure, taking 

advantage of the fact that the two phases have different mechanical properties. The 

required hydrostatic pressure, σhydrostatic, for simulating the effect of cooling was 

calculated as follows: 
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where νM , νR and YM , YR are the Poisson ratios and Young's moduli for magnesium 

and alumina, respectively. The hydrostatic pressure was introduced in the model by 

adding Neumann conditions on three nonparallel surface planes of the cuboid. In the 

next step, the strains εM0 and εR0, which would be present in the matrix and fiber at 

σhydrostatic, were computed separately as: 
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 (4.11) 

 These values represent the strain-free state for the particular phases. Finally, 

we create a composite from the matrix and the fibers at the stress chydrostati . Owing to 

the interaction between phases, the εM and εR values will differ from those calculated 

for the separate phases, εM0 and εR0. So, we get the final thermal strains as 0M M   and 

0R R  , respectively. 

  

 

Figure 4.4.4 – The two chosen representative plane for showing the LS field in the 

modelled region. Orange plane is the fiber plane, the second one is perpendicular to it.  

  

 Before going to the results the major limitation of the model must be listed. 

Being elastic in nature, the model does not describe the plastic deformation, i.e., the 

simulation is limited to elastic region below the macroscopic yield stress.  

 For showing the predicted residual thermal lattice strain in composite, two 

plane was chosen according to Figure 4.4.4. The first one is in the xy plane, which is 

identical with fiber plane, and the second one (yz plane) is perpendicular to it.   
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 The results of modeling are shown in Figure 4.4.5, where a)-b) values 

corresponds to εxx LS field, c) and d) show the εyy component of LS and in e)-f) is the 

perpendicular component of LS (εzz) to fiber plane. From the figures the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

 Average LS in the matrix has strong tensile character in fiber plane, which is 

obvious from Figure 4.4.5c, d. In contrast, fibers are compressed by matrix.    

 Residual LS field in the fiber plane exhibit large deviations from the average 

value. If fibers are aligned with the given strain component, tensile strain is 

present in their vicinity, except the end of fibers, where the compressive LS 

dominates. It is necessary to note that the planes indicated in Fig. 4.4.4. do not 

cut the fibers in the middle. Therefore, they look smaller in Fig. 4.4.5.  

 In perpendicular direction (εzz) the reinforcement phase does not have such 

huge effect on the LS in the matrix (Figure 4.4.5e-f). LS is more balanced and 

large values of strain occurs just near to fibers. The integrated value of LS in 

the matrix has tensile character, which was discussed in the previous section 

(4.3.).    

 

 
a)            b) 
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c)             d) 

 
e)             f) 

Figure 4.4.5 – Residual lattice strain field in composite in initial state for component 

a-b) εxx c-d) εyy e-f) εzz. First column shows the fiber plane, indicated by orange color 

in Figure 4.4.4. the second column a perpendicular plane to fibers (grey plane in Figure 

4.4.4.).  

 

 The strain field was also simulated under uniaxial compression. In Figure 

4.4.6 strain field LS at 150 MPa applied stress is shown for PaO (εxx) and PeO (εzz) 

fiber plane orientation. In both case the loading direction is the same, as the displayed 

strain component. Displayed εxx LS in It is obvious that strain in the matrix has 

dominantly compressive character but there are regions with still tensile strain. It can 

be stated that parallel fibers with loading axis influences more the LS in the matrix, 

which is an accordance with the Shear lag model. High tensile strain around fibers is 

a result of the load transfer from matrix to fibers.  

 

 
a) loading:          b)  loading: 
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c) loading:          d)  loading: 

Figure 4.4.6 – Strain field in the composite after loading up to 150 MPa a-b) for the 

specimen with parallel fiber plane orientation (x is the loading direction) and c-d) for 

the specimen with perpendicular fiber plane orientation (z is the loading direction). 

 

 For specimen with PeO loading also changes the strain field toward 

compression. The displayed LS component εzz is parallel with the loading direction. 

Influence of fibers on the strain in the matrix is more moderate, strain field is more 

balanced, since, there are no large differences from average LS value except on the 

interface of the two phases.  

 

 The FEM simulation also gives an explanation for the higher probability of 

fiber cracking at high angle with respect to the load axis, which was observed by SEM 

in the following section (4.6.). In Figure 4.4.6a) the exx strain field in the matrix around 

the fiber aligned with the x-axis is symmetrical, whereas that for the fiber in the near 

y-direction is highly asymmetrical. Such a strain distribution has significant 

consequences on the fiber cracking. If we apply stress along the x-direction (i.e. 

parallel with the fiber plane), the hydrostatic-like stress around the x-direction oriented 

fibers preclude bending. In contrast, one can notice from Figure 4.4.5a that the 

asymmetric strain field around the fibers oriented at high angle to the load direction 

increases. This can result a bending force and subsequent fiber break (cf. Fig. 4.4.4.). 

In y-direction this asymmetry is also present but its value doesn’t increase during 

loading along x-axis []. 
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Figure 4.4.7 – The evolution of relative lattice strains with the applied stress on the 

(0002) planes of the specimens with different fiber orientations: a comparison between 

experimental data and modeling. 

 

 The integrated LS in the matrix as the function of applied stress was 

compared with results from in-situ ND. Generally, it can be concluded that the model 

results describe preferably the LS evolution on (0002) plane. Fig. 4.4.7 shows the 

theoretically predicted and experimentally measured relative lattice strains for the 

(0002) planes plotted as a function of the applied stress. It is obvious that the two 

datasets – model and experimental - match within the experimental scatter. This can 

be reasonably explained by the fact that the (0002) planes are in hard-orientation so 

that the probability of the activation of both basal slip and extension twinning is low 

at stresses below the macroscopic yield point. Thus, these planes behave 

predominantly elastically in conformity with the model assumptions. 

 

Key results of the subchapter 

 

 The LS significantly varies in the fiber plane, while in perpendicular direction 

the LS value is less scattered. 

 Integrated value of LS show large tensile strain in the matrix, which correlates 

with the ND results. 

 Under pressure tensile LS is still present in the matrix mostly around fibers 

with PaO.  
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 Anisotropy of LS around fibers edges increases in the direction of applied load, 

which explains the fiber cracking behavior. 

 

 

4.5. In-situ neutron diffraction measurement 

 

 For the clarification of the influence of the deformation temperature and 

fibers plane orientation on mechanical properties of AX41 alloy-based composite in-

situ ND technique was used. The specimens were deformed at the ambient temperature 

in the range of 20-200°C.  

 

4.5.1. Experimental setup 

 

 Specimens before the measurement were heated up by a serially connected 

heating elements in the deformation machine. For heating of rods, which are embedded 

to the Copper (Cu) holder (Figure 4.5.1), Joule heating principle is used. The heating 

of specimens can easily controlled by regulation of used electrical current. On the 

surface of sample three small wire thermocouples were welded. The welding process 

was quite complicated because first it was necessary to weld together two dissimilar 

wires to create a good electric junction between them. Secondly, the thermocouple had 

to be welded to the surface of sample in order to make a stable thermal connection 

between these parts. It is well known that magnesium doesn’t belong to the group of 

easily weldable metals, since, due to a discharge it can vaporize very easily. Therefore, 

it took a descent amount of time to work out the proper value of millicurrent and 

welding time in the range of ms, at which the thermocouple bounding is good enough 

and the pit on the surface of sample is not too large to influence the mechanical test 

results. The welding must have been made under optical microscope. 
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Figure 4.5.1 – Heating elements, working on the principle of Joule heating.  

 

 The deformation of the specimen was measured by a ceramic extensometer 

shown in Figure 4.5.2. Extensometer was attached by strings, which can sustain high 

temperatures, to the two grid of deformation machine. At the end the heat elements 

with the sample was wrapped up by aluminum foil ensuring the homogeneous 

temperature along the sample and suppression of temperature fluctuation caused by 

airflow. The cooling system was built to the grip heads, which was cooled by water 

flow during the whole experiment. The setup is shown in Figure 4.5.2.  

   

 

Figure 4.5.2 – The setup of high temperature experiments. Specimen was heated up 

through the grips. The temperature was controlled by three thermocouples welded on 

the surface. 

 

 

4.5.2. Deformation tests 

 

 During in-situ diffraction, deformation was stopped at predetermined strain 

levels for collecting ND data. This break took two hours for each deformation point 
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because the PSD detector measured at two different θ position separately for one hour 

each. This long ND data collection time cause unwanted side effect in the material:  

 stress relaxation  

  creep  

Each of them can be eliminated by choosing the right regulation mode. If we select 

stress regulation mode on deformation rig, stress relaxation is not a problem anymore 

but creep will be more decisive causing strong microstructural changes inside the 

composite. If the strain is held at constant value during ND measurement, the stress 

relaxation will alter the LS results significantly. Therefore, the optimal decision was 

to forget any type of regulation and stop the rig at the achieved position.  

 Deformation curves obtained in compression tests for composite with 

parallel fiber plane orientation (PaO) are shown in Figure 4.5.3a and for perpendicular 

fiber plane orientation (PeO) in Figure 4.5.3b, respectively. The curves exhibit 

dependence on the fiber plane orientation, as was also discussed in chapter 4.2-3. The 

strength for parallel fiber plane orientation (PaO), 600 MPa, is notably higher than that 

for the perpendicular (PeO) (440 MPa). As it was shown earlier, the load transfer from 

the matrix to the fibers is the dominant strengthening mechanism of Mg-alloy based 

composites reinforced by short fibers. The larger the part of the applied load, which 

the fibers take over, the higher the strength of the composite. 

 

 
Figure 4.5.3 – True stress-true strain curves in the specimens with a) PaO and b) PeO 

tested at different temperatures.  

 

 At 100°C only, a moderate degradation of the mechanical properties is 

observed, which is less pronounced for the sample with PeO. The ductility of both 
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sample type is doubled. The stress relaxation during the ND acquisition also becomes 

significant, and during sample holding crept by approximately 0.5%. At 200°C 

softening was immediately observed above yield point.   

 

4.5.3. Lattice strain evolution 

 

 ND was measured at two different θ position and 7 diffraction peaks coming 

from the matrix have detected. Six peaks were chosen for LS evaluation: {1013}, 

{1120}, {1122}, {2021}, {0002} and {1011}. As it is shown in Figure 4.6.4 the 

reflection {1010} is overlapped by peaks corresponding to reinforcement phase. 

Hence, the evaluation of peak position changes in this case is not possible with 

acceptable accuracy. For evaluation of LS peak positions corresponding to stress-free 

state have to be measured. The unreinforced alloy with a similar grain size was chosen 

for this purpose. For evaluation of LS at 100°C and 200°C it was necessary to measure 

the stress free-state on the AX41etalon again, in order to avoid the peak shift caused 

by thermal expansion.     

 

Figure 4.5.4 – Measured ND profile at two angular position of the detector.  

 

 Each peak is univocally linked to a particular deformation mechanism 

operating in the matrix [103]: peaks (0002), {1013} and {1120} are connected with 

twinning mechanism, {1011} with basal slip and {2021} with the activity of prismatic 

<a> and pyramidal <c+a> dislocation slip systems.  

 Figure 4.5.5 shows the LS measured at room temperature as a function of 

applied stress. In the initial state, there is a relatively high tensile LS in the matrix. 

This is caused by the large difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion between 

the magnesium matrix (26×10−6 K−1) and the ceramic reinforcement phase (6×10−6 
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K−1). As mentioned above in section 4.3., when the material is cooled down to room 

temperature during fabrication, thermal stress arises at the matrix/reinforcement 

interface. The tensile LS values suggest that this lead to creation of new dislocations 

in the matrix. It is noteworthy that the values are different for the particular planes, i.e. 

the increment in the dislocation density caused by thermal stresses is orientation 

dependent. 

 

 

Figure 4.5.5 – Lattice strain in the matrix of the composite with a) PaO and b) PeO at 

room temperature. Dashed lines show the results of FEM simulations. 

 

 The evolution of LSs with the applied stress follows the straight line of the 

ideal elastic response (dash line in Fig. 4.5.5) for all planes. The slopes are almost 

identical, which is in good agreement with the previous results showing elastic 

isotropy of Mg alloys [103]. Deviation from this straight line indicates plastic 

deformation. Fig. 4.5.5 shows that both the {1122} and {1011} LS start to behave non-

linearly before reaching the macroscopic yield point. Both planes are well oriented for 

basal slip (Schmid factors: 45.02211 basalm  and 36.01110 basalm ). The similar behavior can 

be observed for the {1120} plane, associated with the {1012} < 1011 > extension 

twinning. Such a microplasticity was observed by numerous authors [104,105]. The 

macroscopic yield in magnesium alloys requires also activation of non-basal < a>-slip 

[103,105]. The evolution of the {2021} strain having a high Schmid factor for 

prismatic <a>-slip ( 1220

aprism
m  = 0.4) corroborates this fact. 

 The (0002) and (1013) planes have their normal vector of basal plane almost 

parallel with the loading direction. Thus, the activation of both < a > -slip and 

extension twinning for this orientation is rather difficult. It means that they are in the 
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so-called hard-orientation. When plastic deformation on other planes begins, these 

planes have to carry more load. Consequently, around the yield point they deviate to 

the other side than the soft-oriented grains. 

 The evolution of the calculated average strain (by FEM model) with the 

applied stress is in good agreement with the measured data, Fig. 4.5.5a shows that the 

model predicts the tensile thermal strain of +3500 με, which is in excellent agreement 

with the average of the experimental values. In perpendicular direction, Fig. 4.5.5b, 

the thermal residual strain at 0 MPa is zero, which is close to the LS corresponding to 

the (0002) reflection. 

 Comparing Figure 4.5.5a and b, the influence of fiber plane orientation on 

deformation can be observed. In the elastic regime, LS changes in the matrix are more 

pronounced for the composite having the fiber plane perpendicular to the loading axis. 

The linear changes of LS of reflection (0002) as a function of applied load are valid 

under 100 MPa, where deformation has certainly elastic character.  The same can be 

also seen in Figure 4.5.6a) where only the relative strain of reflection (0002) is depicted 

for the two types of fiber orientation together with the {321} reflection of the 

reinforcement phase. In fibers, the relative LS has the opposite behavior: larger 

changes are observed for the sample with PaO. In Fig. 4.5.6b rough estimation of 

internal stresses is shown in particular phases calculated by simplified Hooks law (σ = 

Yε). The results are in excellent agreement with the Shear lag model predictions, Eq. 

(1), i.e. the load transfer is more effective when fibers are aligned with the loading 

axis. The stress on the fibers is higher than the applied stress. In order to check the 

correctness of the measurement, we calculated the stress balance condition [95] using 

a rule of mixture as follows: 

   ap

s

zz

m

zz
ff  1 , (4.6) 

where f is the volume fraction of strengthening phase 
m

zz
  and 

s

zz
  are the mean 

phase stresses in the load direction of matrix and reinforcement, respectively. Fig. 

4.5.6b shows that the sum of the volume weighted stresses in the matrix and fibers 

corresponds well to the applied stress within the experimental error (i.e. the slope is 

close to −1). The difference is partially caused by neglecting LS changes in radial 

directions, which also affect the stress values in axial direction.   
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Figure 4.5.6 – a) Lattice strain and b) internal stress evolution as a function of 

applied stress in composite at elastic region at room temperatures.  

 

 

Figure 4.5.7 – Lattice strain evolution in the matrix for composite with PaO and PeO 

compared at RT and 100°C. 

 

 Fig. 4.5.7 compares the relative LSs of the (0002) reflection of the matrix at 

RT and at 100 °C. In the case of PaO, the slope of the linear line is larger, which 

indicates a lower reinforcing effect of fibers. According to the shear lag model the load 

transfer from the matrix to the reinforcement phase is realized by shear at the 

matrix/fiber interface. Thus, the strength of the interface plays a key role in the load 

transfer. This parameter is influenced by chemical and mechanical bounding between 

the phases. The latter has strong relation with the residual thermal stress. Since a 

considerable tensile stress is present in the matrix, the fibers have to be under 

compression in order to fulfill the stress equilibrium condition (3) [95]. This 

compressive stress improves the mechanical bounding at the interface. Fig. 4.5.8a and 
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b show the LS evaluation during deformation at 100 °C. In the non-deformed state, the 

tensile strain in the matrix is much lower than that at RT. Consequently, the mechanical 

bounding is also weakened with increasing temperature, and the load transfer becomes 

less effective. In the PeO specimens, LS changes appear to be independent of the 

testing temperature, Fig. 4.5.7, which again confirms the minor role of the load transfer 

in strengthening in this direction. 

 

Figure 4.5.8 – Lattice strain as a function of applied stress in elastic/elastoplastic 

region in the matrix of the composite with a) PaO and b) PeO at 100°C. Dashed lines 

show the results of FEM simulations. 

 

 Besides the lower tensile LS in the matrix at 100°C the LS evolution also 

shows some other differences compared to measurement at RT. The deviation of LS 

from linear response starts earlier for the (0002) orientation in both type of specimens. 

According to literature [106,107] the activation energy difference between <a>  and 

<c+a> type slip systems decreases with increasing temperature. Therefore, <c+a> type 

slip systems can activate much easier at higher temperature. For (0002) orientation 

Py2E and Py4E slip system with Burgers vector <c+a> exhibit Schmidt factors: 

45.00002

2 EPym  and 40.00002

4 EPym , respectively. Thus, these slip systems are expected 

to activate within grains contributing to (0002) reflection at 100°C.    

 The predicted residual strain by FEM model show higher value for thermal 

strain in matrix for PaO than the ND measurement. This can be the consequence of 

preheating because during cooling and heating again the thermal stress can partially 

relax near to fibers where LS has the highest values. This causes lower average LS 

shown in Figure 4.5.8a. For PeO prediction is also a compressive LS close to the 

(0002) reflection value (Figure 4.5.8b).    
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 At higher temperature the compressive LS reaches larger values for both fiber 

orientations than that at RT. At 100 °C the compressive LS increases in the matrix only 

up to 1.7% for PaO and up to 2% of true strain for PeO, respectively. Above these 

points the LS begins to relax. At 100 °C the governing deformation mechanisms are 

the same - < a > -slip and extension twinning - as at RT [108,109]. Thus, most probably 

the different initial values of the residual thermal stress at RT and at 100 °C, 

respectively, result from different background mechanisms. At both temperatures, the 

induced external compression first compensates the initial tensile strain in the matrix. 

Afterwards compressive strain arises leading to macroscopic plastic deformation but 

until then the matrix does not “feel” the stress by regular way. Thus, plastic 

deformation is localized around the edge of fibers with negligible influence on the 

macroscopic behaviour. 

 

 

Figure 4.5.8 – Lattice strain depends on macroscopic strain for the matrix of specimen 

with a) PaO and b) PeO tested at ambient temperature of 100°C. 

 

 At 200 °C the tensile LS (Figure 4.5.8) is almost zero in the undeformed state. 

This results in further reduction of the strength of the mechanical interface bounding. 

The increase of compressive LS stops at 1% and 0.5% strain for PaO and PeO, 

respectively. The maximum value of LS is much lower than at 100 °C, which is in 

agreement with the lower macroscopic yield stress. At this temperature the activation 

of < c+a > -slip is also expected [106,107]. The 2nd order pyramidal slip enhances the 

dynamic recovery processes, and therefore softening of the matrix occurs due to the 

more frequent dislocation annihilation. 
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Figure 4.5.9 – Lattice strain depends on macroscopic strain for the matrix of specimen 

with a) PaO and b) PeO tested at ambient temperature of 200°C. 

 

 After reaching the maximum in compression direction, the LS falls for both 

fiber orientations Figure. 4.5.8a and b. Around 4–5% of the applied strain, the 

character of LS changes from compression to tension. This occurs most likely by the 

influence of the reinforcement phase. In case of anisotropic fibre cracking when fibres 

with PeO break apart while fibres with PaO are still in one piece the tension in the 

matrix in radial direction can decrease causing a tensile LS increment in axial direction 

due to the balancing Poisson reaction.   

 

Key results of the subchapter 

 

 Lower LS changes in the matrix and larger in the reinforcement phase for PaO 

sample indicating a more effective load transfer from matrix to fibers. 

 Load transfer mechanisms is less significant for PaO at 100°C than at RT. In 

case of PeO testing temperature has negligible effect to this mechanism.  

 Change of LS is lower in grains with “soft orientation” indicating more 

pronounced plastic deformation. Plastic deformation also starts at lower stress 

in these grains. 

 Tensile LS in the matrix decreases with increasing temperature 

 A rapid decrease of compressive LS is observed already at low strain level at 

200°C  
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4.6. Electron microscopy 

 

 Electron microscopy was used as a supplementary experimental method to 

confirm the correctness of hypothesis about twinning behavior and fiber cracking 

stated by AE.  

 

4.6.1. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

 

 SEM was used for the investigation of microstructure of composite after the 

deformation at different temperatures. Results for composite with PaO are presented 

in Figure 4.6.1, The loading direction is indicated by arrows. Significant intensity 

contrast can be observed between the metallic and ceramic phase. 

 In BSE images the matrix is brighter than the Saffil reinforcement phase due 

to the atomic number of elements forming the given phase. The ceramic phase contains 

Oxygen, which is a light atom compared to Mg, causing a darker image of fibers. 

Small, very bright particles are also occurring around the fibers suggesting a different 

composition with heavier atoms as example Al2Ca or Al12Mg17.      

  

a)                                                                     b) 
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c)                                                                     d) 

  

e)                                                                     f) 

Figure 4.6.1 – SE images of the fiber plane in PaO sample after deformation at 

temperature a)RT c)100°C e) 200°C and the corresponding BSE images (b)RT 

d)100°C f) 200°C), where the behavior of fiber cracking can be observed. The loading 

direction is indicated by arrows. 

 

 The effects of compressive deformation on the composite sample can be 

observed on SEM images. In samples with PaO, the deformation at room temperature 

leads to fiber failure. The fracture is evident on BSE images, where the cracks hace 

darker contrast. The density of cracked fibers increases with increasing deformation 

temperature as it is obvious from Figure 4.6.1c)-e). Cavitation can be observed from 

200 °C. It is obvious from Figure 4.6.1f), they appear preferentially at the 

matrix/reinforcement interface (black dots represents the cavities in the matrix). There 

is an interesting correlation between the occurrence of cracking and the mutual 
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orientation of fibers and loading direction. Fibers oriented under high angle with 

respect to the deformation direction cracks with higher probability.   

 This also could be the reason of the LS evolution at 200°C. The cracking of 

these radially orientated fibres and the cavitation around cracks can cause a decrement 

of tensile LS in this direction because load transfer is less effective.  

 

 

  

a)                                                                    b) 

   

c)                                                                     d) 
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e)                                                                     f) 

Figure 4.6.2 – SEM images about the fiber plane in PeO sample after deformation at 

temperature a-b)RT c-d)100°C e-f) 200°C 

 

 Samples with PeO shows different fiber failure behaviour, (Figure 4.6.2). The 

fiber cracking is a dominant already at room temperature. Since all fibers have the same 

orientation with respect to the load axis cracking probability is almost the same. With 

increasing deformation temperature number of cracked fibers increases similarly to PaO 

sample. The separated parts of fibers start to markedly draw apart at 200°C (Figure 

4.6.2e,f)). This process produces large cavities between the broken parts of fibers as it is 

shown in Figure 4.6.2 f). At high temperature cavitation also occurs on the matrix/fiber 

interface due to the high plastic deformation in the matrix. 

 ND can provide an explanation for this behavior. The tensile stress in the 

matrix according to the stress balance condition cause compression in the fibers. So 

matrix compress the fibers, which creates mechanical bounding at the interface. This 

bounding help to protect fibers against bending and therefore against cracking. At 

elevated temperature this tensile strain vanishes along with mechanical bounding and 

the matrix cannot prevent fiber cracking anymore. 

 

 

4.6.2. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) 

 

 The maps shown below are the combination of image quality maps (IQM) and 

orientation image maps (OIM). Points with poor image quality are darker. For points with 

a reliable image quality orientation coloring were used. As shown in Figure 4.6.3-5 the 
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average grain size of magnesium matrix is around 300 µm but in some locations grains 

diameter is almost 500 µm [111]. 

 

  

a)                                                                    b) 

  

c)                                                                     d) 
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e)                                                                     f) 

Figure 4.6.3 – EBSD of the cross-section of the composite with PaO after deformation at 

a-b) RT, c-d) 100°C e-f) 200°C. Green hexagons shows the parent grain orientations and 

red hexagons the twins. The b), d) and f) sub-figures highlight the twins, which can be 

observed in a), c) and e) figures.  

 

 In Figure 4.6.3 is shown the EBSD maps of the cross-section of composite with 

PaO after deformation at a-b) room temperature c-d) 100°C and e-f) 200°C. The 

orientation of several grains are highlighted by green hexagonal prisms. These grains 

orientation are close to {1010} or {1120}, which have most favorable orientation for 

extension twinning. The orientation of twins is indicated by the red wire-frame hexagonal 

prisms. Because in EBSD maps the twins in some cases are hardly visible a filter was used, 

which erase the parent grains and makes visible just the twins itself. This filter was applied 

for the all maps in the right column. The compression axis is perpendicular to the picture 

plane. According to the theoretical calculations in compression [110], those grains 

have the highest Schmid factor for extension twinning, which have their 

crystallographic c-axis perpendicular to the compression axis. The results are in 

agreement with theoretical finding, since, the {1012}<1011> extension twinning, 

nucleates in the predicted grains. Compared to alloys, where the length of nucleated 

twins is comparable with parent grains [75], here the twins are smaller. At room 

temperature the (Figure 4.6.3b) twin nucleation is quite frequent but due to the 

presence of reinforcement phase, which is responsible for large internal stresses in the 

matrix, the twin growth is hindered. Figure 4.6.3d and f shows a large number of twins 
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also at elevated temperatures. Apparently, twin growth is more intensive at higher 

temperature so the length of twins is larger. There is a strong correlation between the 

twin growth and the tensile internal stress in the matrix, which was observed with 

neutron diffraction as discussed in chapter 4.3. With reducing internal tensile stress, 

twins grow to larger size promoting greater ductility of the samples. In Figure 4.6.3 e) 

within one grain there is a substantial misorientation (indicated with blue and purple 

color), which indicates a significant plastic deformation driven by dislocation motion. 

This grain with orientation close to {1011} have high Schmid factor for 2nd order 

pyramidal slip modes, which activates around 200°C according to the literature. 

 

  

a)                                                                     b) 
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c)                                                                    d) 

Figure 4.6.4 – EBSD maps of the fiber plane of composite with PaO after deformation 

at a-b) 100°C c-d) 200°C. Green hexagons shows the parent grain orientations and red 

hexagons the twins. The b) and d) sub-figures highlight the twins, which can be 

observed in a) and c) figures. The loading axis has vertical orientation on the image 

plane. 

 

 It is also interesting to follow twinning in the fiber plane, which is parallel 

with the loading. This is shown in Figure 4.6.4 a-b) 100°C and c-d) 200°C. According 

to Fig. 4.6.4 twins nucleate in the vicinity to the fibers or fiber edges. As it is known, 

due to the reinforcement the stress field in the matrix is very heterogeneous. Around 

the edge of fibers the stress has a strong compressive character. This is favorable for 

twin nucleation, which is confirmed by EBSD image findings. In the grain depicted by 

blue color in Figure 4.6.4c) activation of different twin variants can be observed. In 

case of {1120} grains orientation there are always two twin variants, having the same 

Schmid factor.    

    

  

a)                                                                     b) 
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c)                                                                    d) 

  

e)                                                                    f) 

Figure 4.6.5 – EBSD of the cross-section of the composite with PeO after deformation at 

a-b) RT, c-d) 100°C e-f) 200°C. Green hexagons shows the parent grain orientations and 

red hexagons the twins. The b), d) and f) sub-figures highlight the twins, which can be 

observed in a), c) and e) figures. 

 

 The EBSD maps of sample with PeO are shown in Figure 4.6.5 after 

deformation at a-b) RT, c-d) 100°C e-f) 200°C. The PeO samples exhibit more intensive 

mechanical twinning than PaO for all deformation temperatures. Twinning is partially 

suppressed at RT (Figure 4.6.5a-b), because the fibers act as the obstacles for a 
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growing twin and there is also a thermal tensile lattice strain in the matrix. However, 

as was measured by ND, the tensile LS is substantially lower, which explaining the 

more intensive twin growth. Deformation at higher temperature increases the relative 

twin volume in similarly oriented grains, Figure 4.6.5c–f. This means the twin growth 

becomes easier with increasing temperature. One can notice in Figure 4.6.5f that at 

200 °C almost the whole grain is twinned. Remaining parts of the parent grain are 

detected just in small areas between the fibers, which are located close enough to each 

other. 

 

Key results of the subchapter 

 

 Fibers oriented under high angle with respect to the deformation axis have 

higher cracking probability → more fibers are cracked in PeO sample. 

 Frequency of fiber cracking increases with increasing temperature. 

 Twin nucleation is frequent but twin growth is suppressed at low temperature. 

 Volume of twins increases with increasing temperature. 

 Relative twin volume is larger in sample having PeO. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Conclusion  

 

 The present thesis deals with a complex study of deformation mechanisms of 

AX41 magnesium alloy reinforced with short Saffil fibres. For the investigation of the 

microstructure evolution and deformation mechanisms combination of several 

experimental methods, including electron microscopy, neutron diffraction, acoustic 

emission and numerical modelling have been used. 

 The following conclusions can be drawn, based on the particular 

experimental methods: 

1. Macroscopic mechanical properties of composite 

a. Deformation curves show significant differences between the two types 

of composite samples. Parallel fiber plane orientation significantly 

improves the yield stress and strength. On the other hand, the ductility 

decreases in comparison to the perpendicular fiber plane arrangement. 

b. Ultimate stress show a small decrease at 100°C for both case of 

samples, while specimens becoming much more ductile. Significant 

degradation of mechanical properties occur at 200°C where softening 

takes place at low strain level.     

2. Residual and internal strain evolution 

a. Large tensile residual strain was observed in the matrix for both type of 

sample in all direction.  

b. Relative lattice strain changes are lower in elastic region in PaO 

indicating a more effective load transfer from matrix to fibers. 

c. The prediction of FEM model for residual lattice strain and relative LS 

changes is in good correlation with ND results.  

d. Load transfer is less significant in PaO sample at 100°C compared to 

RT. In case of PeO the effect of the temperature is negligible. 

e. Neutron diffraction showed that grain families with “soft orientation” 

start plastically deform under lower applied stress level in the matrix. 

3. The role of twinning during deformation 
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a. AE results indicates a larger twinning activity in samples with PeO. For 

both type of samples increased twinning is observed at 100°C.  

b. In accordance with the AE results, the microstructure investigation 

revealed a large number of twins having small size at room temperature. 

c. The relative volume of twins is much higher for sample with PeO, as it 

was observed both by EBSD and ex-situ neutron diffraction.  

d. According to EBSD measurement relative twin volume increases with 

increasing temperature for both fiber orientations. 

4. Fiber cracking behavior  

a. Fiber cracking signal appears AE signal in the terminal stage of 

deformation. It is more frequent for PeO, in agreement with the 

metallography. Microstructure observation give the same results. 

b. The frequency of fiber cracking increases with increasing temperature. 

(SEM, AE). 

c. According to SEM observation fibers oriented under high angle with 

respect to the deformation axis have higher cracking probability. This 

behavior is predicted also by the FEM model. 

 

The application of various complementary experimental methods presented 

in this work has a synergic effect - a more complex picture about the materials behavior 

during thermo-mechanical processing can be obtained in real-time. The combination 

of these experimental results with the theoretical modeling promises a significant step 

forward in knowledge-based material behavior tailoring. 
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